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ln order to provide knowledge and skills related to operation'

supervising and

of ships machinery for Engineering officers
monitoring the safe operation and control
Code as amended' the Directorate General
specified in Table A-lll/1 and A-lll/2 of SCTW
of the following three courses and
of shipping has formulated guidelines for conduct
annexed to

this Circular

:

l.lEngineRoomSimulatorCourseforofficersln-chargeofanEngrneering
Duty Engineers in Perlodically
watch in a manned engine room or Designated
unmanned Engine Room - Course lD : 3121;

t.2EngineRoomSimulatorCourseforSecondEngineerofficersatthe
ManagementLevelonShipspoweredbymainpropulsionmachineryof3000
32Lt;
Propulsion Power and above - Course lDKW

1'3EngineRoomSimulatorCourseforMEoClasslofficersattheManagement

LevelonShipspoweredbyMainPropulsionMachineryof3000KW
propulsion power and above - Course lD 322t'

L
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The processing fees in respect of the above mentioned

three

courses

is Rs'

75,0001- for each.
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This issues with the approval of Director General of Shipping (l/C), Govt' of lndia'
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(Ashish Wankhede)
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MANDATORY GUIDELINES FOR TRAINING
FOR OBTAINING APPROVAL FROM DIRECTORNTE INSTTTUTES
CEruCRAL OF SHIPPING
TO CONDUCT
ENGINE ROOM SIMULATOR COURSE
FOR OFFICERS /'V CHARGE OF AN ENGINEERING
wATcH lN A MANNED
ENGTNE RooM on oEsrcNarED
DUTIEAIG/A/EERs
PERIODICALLY UNMANNED ENGINE
ROOM

CoURSE lD: 3

/A/

LLt

To avoid unnecessary repetition, reference
has been made herein to DG Shipping Training
Manual
(Training Circular 31 of 2O1B) wherever
appropriate.
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a Manne?
Engine Room simulatoi course for officers in charge of an Engineering watch in
Engine Room
Enlgine Room or Designated Duty Engineers in Periodically Unmanned

1.0

BASIC DETAILS OF THE COURSE

,1,

Aims:
fulfils the
This course covers the training recommended in the lMo Model course 2.07 and
specified in
simulator training requirement for Engineering officers at the operational Level,
to
Table A-llu1 of STCW Code aS amended, to provide knowledge and Skil|S related
operation,superVisingandmonitoringthesafeoperationandcontrolofship,smachinery.

.2.

Objectives:

in running,
The trainee who successfully completes this course will have gained experienced
will
operation and maintenance of engine-room machinery under various conditions and
make a more effective contribution to the engine room team during normal and emergency

situations.

ln particular, the trainees will be able to have:
rooms
familiarization with the use of instrumentation and controls used in the engine
of modern merchant shiPs
1.2,2 an awareness of the need for proper pre.planning, the use of checklists and of the
limescale involved in starting up propulsion plant machinery
problems and trouble-shooting
1 .2.3 experience in identifying operational
promotes operational safety
1 .2.4 lhe ability oi logical decision making which

1.2.1

2.0
2.1

2.2

QUALIFICATION & ELIGIBILITY OF STUDENTS
Entry standards:
Prior lo galning entry into this course, the trainee should have:. successful completion of DG Shipping approved Pre-sea engineering course as per
Training,ExaminationandAssessmentProgramme(TEAP)PartAF|owDiagramlll/1
o Minlmum of 6 months sea time in a manned engine-room or periodically unmanned
engine-room on a seagoing ship powered by main propulsion machinery of 750 kW or
more as a first assistant to Engineer Officer in charge of watch'
Required attendance:
'100% attendance is required for successful completion of the course'

2.3

Course intake limitations:
The course intake shall be a maximum of 8 trainees divided into two teams Depending on
the facilities provided, one team would be carrying out an exercise while the other is being
lectured, debriefed or planning the next exercise.

1
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1

INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENT

:

Training centre's seeking approval will need to demonslrate availability of suitable facilities
for practical, general and theoretical instruclion, appropriately equipped with teaching and
learning aids and designed to enable each learner to fully engage in the learning process. All
facilities must be maintained and where appropriate, inspected and tested in accordance
with applicable regulations, current standards and manufacturers recommendations.
3.1

Engine Room Simulator
The Engine Room Simulator shall be type approved by DG Shipping on demonstrating its
capability of fulfilling the requirements of Appendix 2 of IMO Model Course 2.07 Engine
Room Simulator (2017 Edition)
Simulator Sp€cmcalions: As per Annexure 2

3.2

Briefing / Debriefing Room
Briefing / Debriefing room shall be of minimum arca ol 12 sq. and equipped with a white /
black board, overhead / LCD projector / monitor, PC/ Laptop.

4.0
4.1

4.2
4.3
5.0
5.1

5.2
5.3

6.0
6.1

COURSE DETAILS
Course Duration: 3 days (21 hours)
Course Outline: As per given in Annexure 1
Course Certificate: As per format given in Annexure 3.
HOLIDAYS
Sundays shall be holidays.

lndependence Day (151h August) and Republic Day (26th January) shall be compulsory
holidays.
Students shall normally enJoy the holidays observed by the Govt. of the State in which the
institute is located.
FACULTY REQUIREMENT
Qualifications and experience of course in charge:
Course ln-charge shall :
. hold Certificate of competency MEO Class l(FG) issued or recognized by the
Government of lndia, AND
. have not less than 5 years of sea going service onboard merchanl vessels above 3000

.

KW

has completed Engine Room Simulator (Management level) course

Qualifications and experience of faculty members:
The faculty shall

:

.
.

Hold a Certificate of competency MEO Class I (FG) issued or recognized by the
Government of lndia, AND
Have not less than 4 years of sea going service onboard merchant vessels above 3000

.

has completed Engine Room Simulator (Management level) course

Visiting faculty members:

s

Qualifications and experience of visiting faculty members should be the same as that..f
regular faculty as specified above.
6.4

All faculty members shall hold Training of Trainers & Assessors Course Certificate. (TOTA /
VICT) (as per DGS Circular 26 of 2018, VICT course)

6.5

Age limit for regular faculty members:
As per Training Manual (Training Circular 31 of

7.0
7.1

201 8)

FACULTY STRENGTH
Not less than two faculty, of which one could be the course-in-charge. The Faculty: Trainee
ratio shall be not more than 1:8 for theory sessions and 1:4 for simulation exercises.

7.2

Minimum of 50% of the entire portion must be covered by full time faculty. (As per Training
Manual (Training Circular 3'l of 2018).

8.0

COURSE DURATION
A total of 18 hours of lectures, including simulation training and assessmenl.

9.0

ASSESSMENT
Assessment would be carried out at the end of each course.

1O.O QUALITY STANDARDS
As per Training Manual (Training Circular 31 of 2018).

11.0

INSPECTIONS
As per Training Manual (Training Circular 31 of 2018).

12.0

COST OF INSPECTIONS
As perTraining Manual (Training circular 31 of 2018 and rraining circular 29 of 2018\

13.0

FEES TO GOVT.
As per Training Manual (Training Circular 31 of 2019)

14.0

TEACHING AIDS
PUBLICATIONS:
IMO references (mandatory)
R1: lnternational convention on standards of rraining, certification and watchkeeping for
Seafarers, (STCW) 1978 as amended.
R2: IMO model courses: 7.04 - Officer in charge of an Engineering Watch
R3: IMO Model Course 2.07 - Engine Room Simulator

Textbooks (mandatory)
T1 : lnstruction books on operation of the simulator

t

Bibliography (non-mandatory)

.

Bl.Taylor, D.A. lntroduction to Marine Engineering.2nd ed. London, Butterworth. 1990
(tsBN 07-s0-6253-9)
82. Diesel Engines for Ship Propulsion and Power Plants, Volume I & ll. K. Kuiken Target
Global Energy (ISBN 978-90-791 04-02-4)
83. Pounder's Marine Diesel Engines and Gas Turbines, Bth edition (ISBN 0-7506-5846-0)
84. McGeorge H.D., Marine Auxiliary Machinery, Seventh Edition, Butterworth-Heinemann,
1995 (|SBN 0 7506 4398 6)
85. Application of Automatic Machinery and Alarm Equipment in Ships, R. G. SMITH,
lnstitute of Marine Engineers; (ISBN: 0900976152).
86. IMO Model Course 6.10 - train the Simulator Trainer

15.0

Course Outline and Simulator Exercises

16.0

Engine room simulator specifications - Annexure 2

17.0

Sample certificate to be issued on successful completion of course - Annexure 3

-

As given in Annexure

1.

4
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ANNEXURE

1.
1.1

1.2
1.3

14
2.
2.1

2.2

23
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.
3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4
4.
4.1

-

1

COURSE OUTLINE

Knowledge, understanding and proficiency
(Learning Objectives)
Familiarisation

Theory
(Hours)

Simulation
(Hours)

0.5

Plant arrangements
lnstrumentation
Alarm system

1.5

Controlsystem
Operation of plant machinery
Operational proced ures
Operate main and auxiliary machinery and systems
Operation of diesel generator
Operation of steam boiler
Operation of steam turbo generator
Operation of fresh water generator
Operation of pumping system
Operation of oily waler separator
Fault detection and measures
Maintain a safe engineering watch
Thorough knowledge of principles to be observed in
keeping an engineering watch
Safety and emergency procedures; change- over of
remote/automatic to local control of all systems
Safety precautions to be observed during a watch and
immediate actions to be taken in the event of fire or
accident, with particular reference to oil systems
Knowledge of engine room resource management
principles
Operate electrical, electronic and control systems
Operation of main switch board
Assessment

1.0

r

1.5
1.0

Total
Grand Total

0.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.5
1.0

0.5
1.0
1.0
1.5

1.5

0.5
1.5

0.5
2.5

18.5
21

hrs

Alltimes indicated above include briefing, debriefing and assessment.
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SIMULATOR EXERCISES

.L

Note: The values mentioned in the exercises are based on a particular type of engine. These values
may vary depending on the type of engines being simulated. The instructor should accordingly set
the values appropriate to the engine being simulated.
Sample exercise-1
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Outline of Training
lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Briefing

lmplementation

Familiarization-1
Trace machinery and pipeline layout in the machinery space
Marine engineering at the operational level
lndividualtrainee works on tracing propulsion plant machinery and piping lines
presented on the illustrating/mimic panel
Not in operation
The training allows the trainees to:
- understand how the propulsion plant is constructed
- understand machinery systems which construct the plant
- understand how the systems and machinery are connected
- understand meaning/significance of piping lines
Explain briefly the following
This training gives understanding of construction of propulsion system and
preliminary knowledge for plant operation
Outline of the training
- propulsion plant is mainly constructed by main machinery, power
generation system, steam generation systems and other auxiliary
machinery
- the importance of understanding roles of these machinery systems and
machinery which construct each system
- a need to understand how lhese systems are connected by piping lines
Let the trainees:
- trace main machinery and its associated systems such as fuel supply,
lubricating oil supply, cooling water circulation, air supply and exhaust gas
systems with tanks, main valves, pumps, heaters and coolers
- trace power generation system and its associated systems such as
generators, prime movers, fuel supply/steam supply, cooling water
circulation systems with tanks, main valves, pumps and coolers
- trace steam generation system and its associated systems such as
exhaust gas economizer, fuel supply, feed water, steam supply and
condensate water systems with tanks, main valves, pumps, cooling water
circulation, heaters and coolers
- trace fuel transfer and treatment systems with tanks, main valves, pumps,
purifiers and heaters
- trance cooling fresh water and sea water systems with tanks, main valves,
pumps, fresh water generator and coolers
- trace compressed air systems with air compressors, air reseryoirs and
main valves,
- trace lubricating oil treatment system with lubricating oil purifiers and
b

5,1

+
Exercise Title

a-

heaters
trace bilge treatment system with separator, incinerator, tanks, bilge wells,
pumps and main valves

trace stern tube lubricating oil system with stern tube gravity tanks high
and low, stern tube aft and fwd sealtanks, drain tank, pumps and cooler.
trace sewage plant system pipelines and connection to sea water system

Debriefing

I

Explain briefly the following
functions and features of piping lines
functions and features of tanks, particularly FW expansion tank
installations fitted on the piping lines installations fitted on the piping lines
and various types of valves and their correct operation.
differences between local control, remote control and automatic control
controlmethodologies applied to the machinery

-
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Sample exercise-2
-

t-

Exercise Title

Familiarization-2

Task

Operate instrumentation system to measure the running parameters of the
main engine/auxiliary machinery
Marine engineering at the operational level
Individual trainee works on a check list reading indication meters of the
simulated plant machinery on the mimic panelor illustrating paneland
observing displays of instruments on the main console and main switch board
Harbour transit
The training allows the trainees to.
get to know names and functions of instrumentations used to indicate
running parameters and status of the plant machinery
understand difference between an analogue meter and digital indicator
and their advantages and disadvantages
get familiar with reading indicators including unit
observe indicator diagrams displayed on the screen of an engine power
meter or monitoring system
Explain briefly the following
This training gives understanding of instrumentation used in a ship's
propulsion plant
Outline of the training
various instrumentation is used to indicate various process values that
are running parameters of the machinery
the importance of reading correctly these indications to ensure proper
judgement of the running condition
Start the simulation and let the trainees enler the engine room and:
start reading indications of various meters on the mimic panel or
illustrating panelfollowing the check list
The instructor lets the trainees enter the control room and:
start reading indications of various meters on the main console and main
switch board
The instructor stops the simulation and creales standby engine as an initial
condition and lets the trainees:
operate main engine manoeuvring lever in turn and observes p/v
diagrams and draw curves of the main diesel engine on the display of
monitoring system or engine power meter unit
Explain briefly the following
almost all running parameters can be seen on the display of monitoring
system in an actual ship
actual thermometers, pressure gauges, level gauges and other process
indicators are installed in an actual ship
usually there is a difference in indication values between actual meters
and the monitoring system in an actual ship
the importance to remember approximate values of running parameters

Function and Level
Outline of Training

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

-

Briefing

-

-

lmplementation

-

-

-

Debriefing

-

-

-

-

t\
:.
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Sample exercise-3

Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Outline of Training
lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Familiarization-3
Operate alarm system used to indicate malfunctions and emergency
Marine engineering at the operational level
lndividual trainee performs operation of alarm system identifying malfunction
in turn
Sea-going
The training allows the trainees to:

-

get to know difference between general alarm/emergency alarm

and

engine alarms
understand pattern of machinery alarms
understand how to respond to an alarm sound
meaning of alarm sound, lamp indications and lamp flicker
understand how to change alarm setting values
understand basic functions of monitoring system
Explain briefly the following

-

Briefing

-

lmplementation

Debriefing

how to respond to machinery alarms of instrumentation used in a ship's
propulsion plant
- basic functions of a monitoring system used for propulsion plant
machinery
- difference between generalalarm and machinery alarms
- meaning of buzzer stop button, reseUflicker stop button and alarm
indication lamps
Start the simulation and let the trainees:
- perform buzzer test and lamp test in turn
- respond to an alarm entered by the instructor
- press buzzer stop button to stop the alarm sound
- make sure what was alarmed and the matfunction machinery with
lamp flicker
- press reseUflicker stop button and make sure the lamp becomes
continuous lighting
- make sure the alarming value of parameter/status of the machinery
- make sure that the alarm lamp lights until the alarmed parameler
becomes normal
- make sure that the alarm was recorded in the event printerlalarm
printer with time of occurrence and stored in the monitoring systems
untilthe alarmed parameter becomes normal
(lnstructor makes alarms one after another untilthe trainees become familiar
with the response)
- make changes in alarm setting value of running parameters for the
monitoring system such as temperature, pressure, level and time-lag for
alarming
Explain briefly the following
- summary of the training
- meanings of audible and visible alarm
- an alarming system cannot be used in principle for a safety system

I

{

J.

--.t

Exercise Title

Familiarization-3
- three categories of alarm that are emergency alarm, primary alarm and
secondary alarm

10
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Sample exercise-4

Exercise Title

Familiarization-4

Task
Function and Level
Outline of Training

ldentify equipment used for controls
Marine engineering at the operational level
lndividual trainee works on a check list for identifying equipment used for
controls in the simulated propulsion plant
Not in operation
The training allows the trainees to:
understand what machinery is remotely and/or automatically controlled
understand what process values are automatically controlled
identify what equipment is used for controls
Explain briefly the following:
outline of the training
how to carry on the training
differences between remote controland automatic control
controlmethods applied to main machinery
The instructor lets the trainees identify equrpnren-t
useO tor controls folfowrng
the check list:

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

-

Briefing

-

lmplementation

-

Debriefing

remote-automaticcontrol
- main engine control stand/panel in the engine room and control room
- main engine manoeuvring lever in the engine room and control room
- auxiliary blower control switch
- generator control panel on main switch board and main console
- synchronizing panel on main switch board
- auxiliary boiler control panel
- purifier control panel
- remote control
- group starter panels (G.S.p.)
- automatic control
- temperature controllers
- level controllers
- pressure controllers
- viscositycontrollers
- controlvalves
- start and stop in group starter panels
Explain briefly the following
- controlmethods applied to:
actualmain engine, power generation system and boiler controls
- actual automatic control for temperature, level and other process values
- actual automatic start and stop ol auxiliary machinery

11
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Sample exercise-5

-A

Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements
(K U.P.)

Outline of Training

Operation of plant machinery
Line up and establish auxiliary machinery systems
Marine engineering at the operational level
Operate main and auxiliary machinery and associated control systems
Preparation, operation, fault detection and necessary measures to prevent
damage for the following machinery items and control systems
.1 main engine and associated auxiliaries
.2 steam boiler and associated auxiliaries and steam systems
.3 auxiliary prime movers and associated systems
.4 other auxiliaries including refrigeration, air conditioning and ventilation
systems
trainees establish a group and the group performs operations of the following
machinery in the engine room;
start and stop emergency generator
start, stop and change over CSW pumps and LTFW pumps

-

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Briefing

start, stop and change over main air compressors
start and stop control air compressor
start, stop and change over oil purifiers
The trainees may refer to a procedure manual prepared by instructors.
All operations should be principally carried out in manual. This training is not
for plant operation but for operation of each machinery, therefore same
procedures may be sometimes repeated.
Cold ship (FW, FO and LO are loaded, No machinery is in service, All
valves are principally closed)
The training allows the trainees to:
understand how to start, stop and changeover auxiliary machinery
acquire knowledge on preparations and procedures for starting, operating
and stopping machinery and their proceduraltheories
Explain briefly the following
outline of the training
how to carry on the training
purposes of starting each machinery and establishing systems
procedures for starting, operating and stopping each machinery and their
proceduraltheories applied to the machinery
significance to keep correct sequence of the procedures to prevent

-

-

-

-

-

damage
needs to check running condition in terms of sounds, vibration, heat and
leakage when starting machinery although these cannot be detected on
the simulator

12
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Exercise Title
lmplementation

Operation of plant machinery
Start the simulation and let the trainees:
(Start and stop emergency generator)
make procedures to start the emergency generator
check running parameters and voltage established
connect the generator to BUS line
disconnect the generator from BUS line
stop the generator

-

(Start, stop and change over CSW pumps and LTFW pumps)
air purge in CSW pumps suction side
start No. 1 CSW pump checking pressure
change
over No. 1 CSW to No.2 CSW pump in a correct manner
,change over No. 2 CSW to No.3 CSW pump if any
set No. 1 CSW pump as a running pump and No. 2 and 3 to auto standby
open valves on No. 1 LTFW pump suction line and start No. 1 LTFW
pump

-

.

-

open delivery valve of No.1 LTFW checking pressure
change over No. '1 LTFW pump to No.2 in a correct manner
change over No.2 LTFW pump to No.3 if any.
set No. 1 LTFW pump as a running pump and No.2 and 3 to auto

standby

{

(Start, stop and change over main air compressors)
open valves on LTFW line to No. 1 and 2 main air compressors (coolers)
open valves on compressed air line to No.1 main air reservoir from No.1
compressor
start No.'1 main air compressors and supply No.1 main air reservoir with
compressed air checking pressure and discharging drain manually
start No.2 main air compressor and supply No.1 main air reservoir with
compressed air in parallel
after filling up No.1 main air reservoir, stop No.1 and 2 main air
compressors and close supply valve to No. 1 main air reservoir
open supply valve to No.2 main air reservoir and start No.2 main air
compressors to fill up No.2 main air reservoir
set No.2 main air compressor to auto
shut down No.1 main air compressor closing valves concerned in air and
LTFW

-

-

-

(Start and stop controlair compressor)
same procedures as main air compressor and fill up control air reservoir
with compressed air
set finally control air compressor to auto

-

-

(Start, stop and change over diesel generators)
.13
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Exercise Title

Operation of plant machinery
- open No.1 main air reservoir ouilet valve
- check No.1 diesel generator for CFW, LO and DO/FO

-

-

operation to start No.1 diesel generator opening valves concerned in
CFW, LO and DO/FO
start No.1 diesel generator and confirm running parameters
connect No.1 diesel generator to Bus line confirming voltage and
frequency on MSB
restart No.1 cSW pump and No.1 LTFW pump, and stop the emergency
generator if necessary
check No.2 diesel generator for CFW, LO and DO/FO
operation lo start No.2 diesel generator opening valves concerned in
CFW, LO and DO/FO
start No.2 diesel generator and confirm running parameters
make manually parallel running of No.1 and 2 diesel generators on MSB
make manually single running of No.2 diesel generator ON MSB
stop No.1 diesel generator

(Fire up auxiliary boiler and raise steam pressure including lining up steam
system)
check water level of the boiler and feedwater/cascade tank for level
check the steam root valve closed and air vent valve opened
open valves concerned in Do supply line and start Do circulation
opened valves concerned in boiler water circulation line and start No. 1
boiler water circulation pump
set No.2 boiler water circulation pump to auto standby
operation for manually lighting off the burner
operation for extinguishing the flame about 1 minute later
operation for manually lighting off the burner about 1 minute later
repeat the same procedures one more time

-

-

(The instructor makes the simulation faster at this stage in order to facilitate
the training saying that the simulation runs faster although we must raise the
steam pressure according to the specific standard for the boiler)

-

close air vent valve when the sleam pressure reaches to 0.05 - 0.1
Mpa/0.5 - 1 bar
lighting off the burner accordingly again
line up the feed water line and start No. 1 feed water pump
supply feed water control system with control air if necessary
set No.2 feed water pump to auto standby.
stop No.1 boiler water circulation pump and close valves
concerned
open steam supply valves on steam line when the steam pressure
reaches to 0.4 Mpa/4 bar
start heating Fo service tank, Fo setfling tanks and Fo bunker tanks
14
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Exercise Title

u
Operation of plant machinery
- change fuel oil of the boiler from DO to FO and turn on FO heater when
the temperature of FO service tank reaches to the setting valve
set the boiler to auto
(Start, stop and changeover oil purifiers)
check No.1 FO purifier for operating water tank level and LO level
open valves concerned in FO and the operating water and start No.'l FO
purifier

-

Debriefing

supply FO heater with heating steam
supply it with FO and checking running parameters when No. 1 FO
purifier reaches to operational revolution speed
changeover No. 1 FO purifier to No. 2 FO purifier about 3 minutes later
check running parameters after changing over to No. 2 FO purifier
set No.2 FO purifier to automatic operation
stop No.1 FO purifier
check No.1 LO purifier for operating water level and LO level
open valves concerned in LO and the operating water and start No.1 LO
purifier
supply LO heater with heating steam
supply it with LO when No.1 LO purifier reaches to operational revolution
speed

Explain briefly the following
significance of correct sequence of starting and stopping machinery to
avoid damage
theoretical aspects for sequence of starting and stopping machinery

-

'15
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Sample exercise-6
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements
(K.u.P.)

Outline of Training

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Briefing

lmplementation

Diesel generator operation
Carry out starting, paralleling and changing over generators
Electrical, electronic and control engineering at the operational level
Operate electrical, electronic and control systems
Basic configuration and operation principles of the following electrical,
electronic and control equipment;
.1 electrical equipment
.b preparing, starting, paralleling and changing over generators
The trainees perform the following operations on MSB;
- starting and stopping remotely operated diesel generators
- making parallel running of diesel generators automatically and manually
- making single running of diesel generator automatically and manually
- selecting priority of standby generators
- setting optimum load sharing/number of generators
Trainees stand in front of MSB and one trainee performs the operation in turn.
Other trainees observe his/her performance. The instructor gives the trainee
tasks to be done one by one.
This operations should be performed by an individualtrainee and the trainee
should come to be well-versed in making parallel and single running of diesel
generators
ln Port
The training allows the trainees to:
- understand meaning of parallel running of generators
- understand conditions for parallel running of generators
- understand how to change over the generators
Explain briefly the following
- outline of the training
- how to carry on the training
- functions and arrangements of MSB
- conditions to put a generator into service and to make parallel running of
the generators
- automations incorporated in the MSB for controlling generators
- precautions to be observed when handling MSB
Start the simulation and let the trainees:
(lnitial condition: ln port and No. 1 diesel generator is in service and lets one
trainee stand in front of MSB. The other trainees observe his/her performance
from behind keeping a reasonable distance.)
(lnstruction 1)
- start No.2 dieselgenerator remotely and make manually parallel running
of No.1 and 2 diesel generators
(lnstruction 2)
make manually single running of No. 2 diesel generator and set No. 1
diesel generator to second standby/priority condition, stopping it remotely
16
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Ex-ercise Title

)Diesel generator operation
(lnstruction 3)
- start No. 3 generator remotely and make automatically parallel running of
No.2 and 3 diesel generators
(lnstruction 4)
automatically stop No. 2 diesel generator making single running of No. 3
diesel generator and setting No. 2 diesel generator to second
standby/priority cond ition

-

(lnstruction 5)
make full automatically single running of No. 1 diesel generator and set
first standby/priority for No. 2 dresel generator and second
standby/priority for No. 3 diesel generator

-

(This is end of the first performance and the instructor lets the trainee change
off to the next trainee. The training is kept up in the same manner until all the
trainees complete performance however, operation patterns/conrbination may
be changed by instructor's discretion)
Debriefing

Explain briefly the following
conditions necessary for making parallel running of generators
mistaken or misunderstanding if any during the performance
why parallel running is necessary
when parallel running is used
automations applied to generator control
functions incorporated in MSB relevant to automatic control of generators
such as preference trip, large motor start blocking and others

-
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-Sample exercise-7
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements
(K.U.P.)
Outline of Training

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Preparation of propulsion plant for departure port
Establish navigational mode
Marine engineering at the operational level
operate main and auxiliary machinery and associated control systems

Preparation,operation,faultdetectionandnecess@

damage for the following machinery items and control systems
.'t main engine and associated auxiliary
trainees establish a group and the group performs, unoer tre oirection of tre
leader, operations of starting up main engine including warming up and
establish navigational mode including starting up fresh water generator and
turbo generator
All operations should be principally carried out in manual.
ln port

-

The training allows the traine
acquire knowledge on procedures for starting up main diesel engine,
fresh water generator, turbo generator and steam turbine and their
procedural theories
Explain briefly the following
outline of the training
how to carry on the training
purposes of warming up
meaning of navigational mode
significance to keep correct sequence of the procedures to prevent
damage
bran rne stmutatton and let the trainees:
(Main diesel engine)
carry out preparation for starting up
check the main engine for Lo level, cFW expansion tank leveland
others
line up HTFW line using FW Heater
open the suction valve of No. 1 HTFW pump and start the pump
set No. 2 HTFW pump to auto standby
open delivery valve of No. 1 HTFW pump and confirm the pressure
and temperature
commence warming up the main engine supplying FW Heater with
heating steam
set setting value of FW temperature controller to appropriate level.
line up LTFW line for coolers concerning the main engine
line up Lo line for the main engine, Turbo charger and stern tube
start No. 1 LO pump/s and set No. 2 LO pump/s to auto standby
line up DO supply line
open suction and delivery valves of Fo supply and Fo booster pumps
start No. 1 Fo supply pump and Booster pump confirming pressure
and set No. 2 pumps to auto standby
check HTFW temperature

-

Briefing

-

lmplementation

-

-

-

-

-

-
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:
Preparation of propulsion plant for departure port

-

.check all indicator valves opened and engage turning gear

-

L:l

-

commence turning of the main engine by turning motor and check
current vale
stop turning and disengage turning gear several minutes later
stop supply of heating steam to FW Heater and open bypass valve
closing inlet and outlet valves when HTFW temperature reaches to the
desired level
make parallel running of main air compressors
drain No. 1 and 2 main air reservoir
line up starting air line opening outlet valve of No. 1 main air reservoir

carry out start-up
carry out air running of the main engine with all indicator valves
opened
close all indicator valves
manually start and stop the main engine several times within harbour
speeds following engine orders
finally, set the engine speed to harbour full
increase manually the engine revolution until navigation speed after a

-

while
(Start and stop FWG)
line up ejector line and start ejector pump to establish vacuum inside
the FWG
line up CSW line to the FWG
supply the FWG with feed water
supply Heater of the FWG with HTFW little by little when the vacuum
reaches to the desired level
start distilled water pump opening supply line to filling tank when level
of distilled water appears in the level gauge

-

-

-

-

check running parameters and opening of the HTFW temperature
controlvalve
stop gradually supply of HTFW to Heater of FWG to avoid rapid
change in temPerature of HTFW
stop distilled water punlp and close valves concerned
stop supply of feed water to Heater
stop supply of CSW to Condenser
stop the ejector pump and close valves concerned
slightly open vacuum breaker

(Warming up, start and stop Turbo generatoQ
establish steam condenser system
establish Turbo generator (TG) LO system
establish TG steam system ensuring draining of steam and
condensate lines

-
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Exercise Title
\.

Debriefing

lreparation of

propryn

plant for departnre port
- supply TG with sealing steam by opening TG sealing stearn supply
valve
- start No.1 condenser vacuum pump and set No. 2 to auto
- start No.1 condensate pump and set No.2 pump to auto
- carry out turning of TG by turning gear for several minutes
- stop turning of TG
- rest trip if any
- start TG by slowly opening Emergency stop valve keeping low speed
for about two minutes
- increase revolution speed slowly until operational revolution speed
- open TG Emergency stop valve to 100%
- connect manually TG to BUS line on MSB
- disconnect No. 1 diesel generator from Bus line manually
- stop No.1 dieselgenerator manually
- set No. 1 diesel generator to auto
- change over power generation from TG to diesel generator
- stop TG at several minutes later
Explain briefly the following
- significance of correct sequence of starting and stopping machinery to
avoid damage
- theoretical aspects for sequence of starting and stopping machinery

20
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Sample exercise-B

Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements
(K U.P )
Outline of Training

Routine pumping operations
Carry out pumping tasks
Marine engineering at the operational level
@perate fuel, lubrication, ballast and other pumping systems and associated
control systems
Operation of pumPing systems;
.'l routine pumping operations
.2 operation of bilge, ballast and cargo pumping systems
trainees establish a group and the group performs the following pumping
operation in the engine room as routine pumping operations;

-

Transfer bunker oilto FO settling tanks
Transfer bilge, sludge, drain and separated oil
Send sea water for general use
Oily water separator oPeration
The trainees may refer to a procedure manual prepared by instructors and all
operations should be principally carried out in manual.
lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

-

ln port
Seagoing
The training allows the trainees to:
acquire knowledge on preparations and procedures for starting,
operating and stopping pumping systems and
procedural theories of the pumping systems
Explain briefly the following
outline and specific purpose of the training

-

-

Briefing

-

lmplementation
(1st stage: ln Port)

how to carry on the training
procedures for starting and stopping pumps and their proceduraltheorles
applied to the systems
precautions to be observed when transferring fueloil
significance to keep correct sequence of the procedures to prevent
damage
needs to check running condition in terms of amperage,
sounds, vibration, heat and leakage when starting the pumping systems
fill out oil record book with appropriate entries

(Transferring bunker oil)
transfer 5 m3 of FO from No. 2 FO tank (P) to No. 1 FO settling tank
using No. 1 FO transfer PumP
transfer FO from No. 2 FO tank (S) to No. 2 FO settling tank until 90% in
|
levet using No. 2 FO transfer PumP
transfer Fo form No. 7 Fo tank (C) to No. 1 Fo settling tank using No. 1
|
to transfer pump
transfer 20 m3 of FO form No. 2 FO tank (P) to No. 2 FO tank (S) using
I
No.f and 2 transfer pump
|
transfer 0.1 m3 of FO drain from FO drain tank to No. 1 FO settling tank

-

-

I

I

I
I

I

-

-

-

using No. 1 FO transfer PumP
21
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Exercise Title

Routine pumping operations
(Transferring bilge, sludge and others)
transfer bitge from engine room bilge well (p) to bilge tank using Bilge
pump

-

-

transfer bilge from cargo hold to bilge tank using Bilge pump
transfer sludge form sludge tank to waste oil tank using Waste oil
transfer
pump

-

transfer separated oil from the tank to waste oil tank using waste oil
transfer pump
transfer drain from Drain tanks to Birge tank using Birge pump
(Supply sea water for general use)
start Fire/General service pump and supply sea water to fire main
adjusting pressure by opening overboard valve
(This is end of the 1st stage and stop the simulation)
oily water separators (or similar equipment) requirements and operation

-

-

lmplementation
(2nd stage:
Seagoing)

Startthesimutatffi

(Operation of Oily water separator)
turn on oilcontent monitor
line up bilge overboard discharge line
open sea water suction and delivery valves of oily water separator
bilge
pump system

-

start oily water separator bilge pump and fill up the line and separator
with sea water
change over the suction valve of the pump to bilge from bilge tank and
discharge 0.5 m3 of bilge
change over the suction valve of the pump to bilge from engine room
bilge well until almost empty
change over the suction valve of the pump to sea water to replace bilge
inside the system with sea water
stop the pump and close valves concerned
note transfer quantity for making entries in the oil Record Book as per
the latest IMO guidelines
Explain briefly the foltowing
meaning of routine pumping operations
precautions for transferring heavy fuel oil
needs to pay due attention to level of FO tanks
purpose of bilge system and functions of tanks
differences between common bilge, direct bilge and emergency bilge
precaution for transferring bilge
features of pumps used for bilge systems

-

-

-

-

Debriefing

-

22
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Sample exercise-9
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements
(K.u.P.)

Outline of Training

Fault detection and measures
Address malfunction
Marine engineering at the operational level
Operate main and auxiliary machinery and associated control systems
Preparation, operation, fault detection and necessary measures to prevent
damage for the following machinery items and control systems
.1 main engine and associated auxiliaries
.2 steam boiler and associated auxiliaries and steam systems
.3 auxiliary prime movers and associated systems
.4 other auxiliaries including refrigeration, air conditioning and ventilation
systems
trainees establish a group and the group performs operations to address
malfunctions of the machinery assessing running parameters and conditions
under the direction of the group leader
The instructor selects malfunctions and may advise the trainees of
procedures to be laken to address the malfunclions as necessary.

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Detail and specific procedures to be taken should be developed and prepared
for the trainees according to specifications and functions of the simulator
Seagoing and in port
The training allows the trainees to.
acquire knowledge on how to address malfunctions of machinery
assessing running parameters and conditions
Explain briefly the following
outline of the training
how to carry on lhe training
malfunctions and how to adQress the malfunctions
Start the simulation and let the trainees perform operation to address the
following malfunctions:
(Engine room bilge well high level)
confirm the alarm by pressing buzzer stop and reset button
assess the conditions
prepare for starting bilge pump and transfer the bilge to bilge tank
(if there is no space in the bilge tank, discharge bilge in the bilge tank first
and transfer the bilge to the bilge tank complying with the regulations
concerned)
confirm the alarm indication becomes off
(No. 1 FO settling tank low level)
confirm the alarm by pressing buzzer stop and reset button
assess the level, level of bunker tank in use, running parameter of FO
transfer pump and status of valves concerned
take measures to increase the level
confirm the alarm indication becomes off
(FWG high salinity)

-

Briefing

-

lmplementation

-

-

-

-
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Exercise Title

Debriefing

Fault detection and measures
- confirm the alarm by pressing buzzer stop and reset button
- assess value of salinity, distilled water level, HTFW temperature, opening
of HTFW bypass valve, flow rate of feed water, vacuum, temperature of
evaporation
- adjust some of the running parameters to reduce the content of salinity
- confirm the alarm indication becomes off
(Auxiliary boiler low water level)
- confirm the alarm by pressing buzzer stop and reset button
- assess the level, opening of FWC valve, running parameters of feed
water pump, cascade tank level, control parameters of FWC controller
- take measures to increase the level.
- confirm the alarm indication becomes off
(No. 1 FO purifier abnormalseparation)
- confirm the alarm by pressing buzzer stop and reset button
- assess running parameters of the FO purifier, resetting the purifier
- decide measures to be taken from the results of assessment as follow
- take measures to manually resume the operation of the purifier
- take measures to stop the purifier and restart it as usual
- take measures to change over the purifier to No. 2 FO purifier
- confirm the alarm indication becomes off
(Auxiliary boiler flame failure)
- confirm the alarm by pressing buzzer stop and reset button
- changeover the boiler control to manual
- start post purge
- confirm causes of flame failure and take remedy actions
- flame eye
- FO low pressure/temperature
- low water level
- FDF abnormalstop
- power failure
- reset combustion control
- start pre-purge
- light off the burner
- changeover the boiler control to auto
Explain briefly the following
- importance of detecting malfunction before alarm sounds
- there are several proximate causes for one malfunction
- needs to be well-versed in handling machinery to address malfunctions
Explain briefly the following and let the trainees discuss them:
- possible consequent incident in case of flame failure
- importance of pre-purge and post purge
- mechanism of boiler furnace blowback
- safe procedures when faced with similar situations
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Sample exercise-10

Exercise Title

Engineering Watch

Task
Function and Level
Competence

lnitial Condition

Maintain a safe engineering watch
Marine engineering at the operational level
Maintain a safe engineering watch
Thorough knowledge of principles to be observed in keeping an engineering
watch, including 1) duties associated with taking over and accepting a watch,
2) routine duties undertaken during a watch, 3) maintenance of the machinery
space logs and the significance of the reading taken, 4) duties associated with
handing over a watch.
The trainees divided into two groups (A & B) and each group undertakes the
engineering watch in turn. Roles of watch officer and ratings are assigned to
the trainees of each group and the training is carried out in a manner of role
playing.
The each group performs watch duties as a team from an engine room round,
taking over the watch, routine duties and handing over the watch
Seagoing

Specific Purpose

The training allows the trainees to:

Requirements
(K.u.P.)

Outline of Training

-

understand principles and procedures to be applied to the engineering
watch
understand tasks to be done during watch period
nstructor briefly explain
outline of the training
how to carry on the training
roles of officer and ratings in the training as follow:
the officer mainly:
figures out running condition of the propulsion plant as a whole
receives reports from persons in charge of the machinery
issues instructions of tasks to persons in charge of the machinery
makes entry of watch log at time of taking over the watch
briefs relieving watch personnel on information to be taken over the
ratings mainly;
figure out the running condition of the machinery
fill out measurement tables of the machinery in charge
perform tasks instructed by the officer
report necessary information to the officer
follow instructions given by the officer
Start simulation and let the group A take up the first position and let the
trainees:
(The group B observes performance being made by the group A in the
briefing room)
make engine room round
(the watch officer of the group A) confirm all other ratings (other trainees)
are ready to undertake the watch duties
receive transition briefing from the present watch officer (lnstructor)
accept the watch if satisfied

-

Briefing

I

:

-

-

-

lmplementation

-

-
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Exercise Title

Engineering Watch

-

(the officer of the group A) instruct the ratings to carry out routine duties
and to report the results
(The following is an examples of routine duties)
periodical changeover of auxiliary machinery from No. 1t2 to No. 2t1
such as Fueloil purifier, LO purifier, CSW pump, CFW pump, LO
pump, Fuel oil booster pump and so on.
carrying out soot blowing for Auxiliary boiler and Exhaust gas
economizer
carrying out blowing down Auxiliary boiler water
changing over generated fresh water supply tank
changing over fuel oil tank to be used
discharging the bilge water overboard through the oily-water separalor
transferring bilge from bilge wells to bilge tank
discharging bilge of bilge tank overboard through oily water separator
incinerating waste oil
transferring fueloilfrom bunker tanks to setfling tanks
carrying out drainage from scavenging air manifold of the main
engine, compressed air reservoirs and fuel oil setfling tank and
service tank
manual discharge of sludge on Fuel oil purifiers, LO purifiers if
possible

-

-

-

-

test run of emergency fire pump and diesel generator
cleaning main engine turbocharger air and/or gas sides
(the officer) instruct the ratings to carry out an engine room round and to
report the results
(The following is an example of reporting main engine)
- the engine load is now almost standard to the present revolution
speed.
- revolution speed of rc is also in standard range and highest exhaust
gas temperature is 380 degree celsius ('c), the lowest temperature is
335 degree Celsius ("C)
- there is very little difference among alltemperatures of cFW ouilets at
the standard value as wellas piston cooling LO and Bering LO.
- opening of the HTFW temperature control valve is now 10% cooler

-

side.

scavenging air temperature and pressure stay in standard values and
pressure drop of the air in air coolers gets higher a little than previous
watch records.
no malfunction was found and running condition of the engine is
stable
(All members of the group 81 enter the engine room and make an engine
room round checking the running parameters indicated on the mimic panel,
group starter panels, control stands and main engine manoeuvring stand)
The offlcer of the group A fills out the Engine Room Log Book to be
handed over to the relieving watch personnelwith information obtained

-

-
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Exercise Title

Engineering Watch
from hisiher watchkeeping and the instructor as follow and prepares for
handing over the watch.
sea water temperature;
engine room temperature;
ship's speed;
main engine average revolution speed;
fuel notch of main engine;
main engine output;
fuel oilconsumption during the watch;
main engine exhaust gas highest and lowest temperatures;
turbocharger revolution speed;
tasks done;
tasks to be done during the relieving watch, if any;
instructions from C/E; and
information from the bridge (The instructor should give information
relating to navigationalconditions such as LOG distance, OG
distance and so on.)
(The members of group B enter the control room and both group A and B
stand toe to toe)
The officer of group A gives orally allthe member of group B transition
briefing
(The following is an example of the briefing)
the setting position of the main engine manoeuvring lever is
Navigation Full and Fuel Notch is 50
the last one hour average revolution of the main engine was 100 min-

-

-

-

-

1

-

the turbo generator is currently used and setting pressure of the boiler
is 0.7 Mpa and damper control of the exhaust boiler is set to auto
sea water temperature is 20 degree Celsius and the engine room
temperature is 35 degree Celsius
orders and/or instructions of Chief engineer, if the revolution of the
main engine decrease'until 95 min-1 , report it to the Chief engineer
since a heavy weather is likely expected. lf there is special information
from the bridge, report it to the Chief engineer
regular and/or additional tasks completed during the watch period
we carried out soot blowing for the exhaust boiler
we have changed over generated fresh water supply tank from No1
port FW tank to No 1 starboard FW tank
we have changed over fuel oil tank to be used from No. 3 Port FO
tank to No.3 starboard FO tank
we discharged the bilge water from bilge tank overboard
(This is completion of the 1st period. Alter the plant condition and start 2nd
period letting the group B take up the first position in the same manner as the
1st period)

-

-

-

-

-
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Exercise Title
Debriefing

Engineering Watch
Explain briefly the following
- results of the training comparing to an actual engineering watch in terms
of the following
- running conditions of the propulsion plant were satisfactory figured out
- reports to the leader were appropriate
- tasks during the watch were effective
- communications during the watch were sufficient
- the instructor also emphasizes difference between the simulated engine
room and an actual engine room and importance of engine room rounds
as follow
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Sample exercise-11

Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements
(K.u.P.)
Outline of Training

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Change-over of remote/automatic to local control
Change over control systems of machinery from remote/automatic to local
Marine engineering at the operational level
Maintain a safe engineering watch
Safety and emergency procedures; change-over of remote/automatic to local
control of all systems.
This training is conducted under ship's harbour full speed and the trainees
perform the tasks to change-over the control positions of the specific
machinery such as main engine, dieselgenerators, boilers, oil purifiers, air
compressor and steering gear according to the situations.
Harbour manoeuvring I speed
The training allows the trainees to get familiar with change-over of control
position/mode from remote/automatic controlto localcontrolfor the following
machinery and operate the machinery manually
main engine

-

Briefing

lmplementation

dieselgenerator
emergency diesel generator
sleam boiler
oil purifier
air compressor
steering gear
Explain briefly the following
- outline of the training
- how to carry on the training
- roles of the trainees in charge of main engine, diesel generators, aux.
boiler, purifier and steering gears
- specific procedures to change over the control positions according to the
specifications of the machinery
Start the simulation and let the trainees perform:
(main engine)
- procedures to change over control position from the bridge to the control
room
- procedures to change over the control position from the control room to
local
- handle the main engine manoeuvring laver to control the engine speed
resoonding to the telegraph orders from the bridge (instructor room)
(diesel generator)
- procedures to change over the control mode of No.1 generator to local
control from automatic control
- starting manually No. 1 generator
- making manually parallel running of No.1 and No. 2 generators
- procedures to change over the control mode of No.3 generator to local
control from automatic control
- starting manually No. 3 generator
- making manually parallel running of No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 generators
29
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Exercise Title

Debriefing

Change-over of remote/automatic to local control
- procedures to change over the control mode of No. 2 generator to local
control from automatic control
- removing manually No. 2 generator from the parallel running
- stopping manually No. 2 generator
- removing manually No. 1 generator from the parallel running
- stopping manually No. 1 generator
- procedures to change over the control mode of No. 3 generator to
automalic control from local control
- procedures to change over the control mode of No. 1 and No. 2
generators to automatic controlfrom local control
- select priority either No.1 or No. 2 generators as 1st standby generator
(Air compressor)
- procedures to change over the control mode of No.1 main air compressor
to local/manual operation
- starting and stopping manually No.1 compressor discharging drain
accordingly
- procedures to change over the control mode of No. 1 main air
compressor to automatic operation
(Steam boiler)
- procedures to change over the control mode of auxiliary boiler to
local/manual control from automatic control
- lighting off manually the burner to raise the steam pressure starting with
pre-purge
- stopping manually combustron and carrying out post purge
- procedures to change over the control mode to automatic control
(Oil purifier)
- procedures to change over the control mode of LO purifier to
local/manual control
- procedures for starting manually LO purifier
- carrying out total de-sludging
- procedures to change over the control mode to automatic control
(Steering gear)
- procedures to change over the control mode of steering gears to
local/manual
- taking manually rudder angle at Port, Starboard, Hard port, Hard
starboard and Mid-ship
- procedures to change over the control mode to remote controlfrom local
control
Explain briefly the following
- precautions when changing over remote/automatic to local control,
particularly when main engine is running in remote/automatic control
- localcontrols or isolations of machinery are often used when starting up
the plant from the port condition or cold condition
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Sample exercise-12

Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements
(K.U.P.)
Outline of Training

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

lmmediate actions to be taken in the event of fire or accident
Take measures to address fire or accident
Marine engineering at the operational level
Maintain a safe engineering watch
Safety precautions to be observed during a watch and immediate actions to
be taken in the event of fire or accident, with particular reference to oil
systems
This training is conducted by establishing urgent standby engine when the
ship is on passage. The trainees receive request for urgent standby engine
from the bridge due to an accident such as a fire, a person overboard, oil spill
and others, and perform plant operation under direction of the watch officer
assigned to one of the trainees to establish urgently state of standby engine
from the state of passage.
Seagoing
The training allows the trainees to:
understand how to address emergencies
understand a need for urgent standby engine under the emergencies
understand procedures for urgent standby engine
Explain briefly the following
how to carry on the training
specific procedures to establish the state of standby engine being
simulated
this training cannot be applied to an individual emergency event such as
firefighting, flooding, rescue of over boarded person, and oil spill
ln case of the person overboard, the main ,must be urgently stopped first
and the propulsion plant will be brought to the standby condition
The instructor should emphasize:
during a watch, the watch officer must address any situations
standby engine request must be issued from the bridge in almost allthe

-

Briefing

-

-

-

CASCS

-

after the standby engine, the watch officer must address an individual
situations
it is quite essentialfor the watch officer to always keep the propulsion
plant under control in any cases since responses to the emergencies
vary according to the situations
when the standby engine is requested, usually all hands must enter the
engine room and the chief engineer must take an initiative according to
the situations
Start the simulation and let the trainees.
(Fire: The training starts with phone call to the control room saying that we
have a fire in the officer's accommodation and request urgent standby engine)
respond to standby engine by engine telegraph
start the fire pump and send extinguishing water to the fire main
turn off the electric power to the fire area
stop air conditioning system for the officer's accommodation

-

-

lmplementation

-
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lmmediate actions to be taken in the event of fire or accident
- start No.1 and No. 2 diesel generator and FO circulation of auxiliary

Exercise Title

-

boiler
change over the power source from the turbo generator to the diesel
generators keeping the turbo generator in hot condition
stop FWG and make parallel running of main air compressors

start auxiliary boiler
change over the control position of the main engine to the control room
and decrease engine speed to harbour full speed
inform the bridge of completion of preparation for standby engine
(A person over-boarded: The training starts with phone callto the control
room saying that the main engine was stopped suddenly at the bridge and "a
person over board" will be announced and request urgent standby engine).
respond to standby engine by engine telegraph
start No.1 and No. 2 diesel generator and FO circulation of auxiliary
boiler
change over the power source from the turbo generator to the diesel
generators keeping the turbo generator in hot condition
stop FWG and make parallel running of main air compressors
start auxiliary boiler
change over the control position of the main engine to the control room

-

-

-

prepare for re-starting the main engine
inform the bridge of completion of preparation for standby engine
start the main engine responding to the telegraph order
Explain briefly the following
meaning of emergency situation such as a fire, a person over board,
flooding, oilspill and others
responses to emergencies vary according to the situations
urgent standby engine must be requested in almost allthe cases
specific preparations and procedures for urgent standby engine depend
on specifications of the plant machinery
we must pay due attention to running parameters of the plant machinery
however we sometimes have cases that we must ignore the range of
running parameters/standards for the safety of lives even though it
causes serious damage of the machinery

Debriefing

-

-

-

-

I
I

Rr tor response to individualemergency other than standby engine, the
principle as
I instructor lists measures to be taken by engine department in
lfottow:
A fire;
|
starting fire pumps,
cutting off power to the area
stopping ventilation fan and oil pumps
cbsing all outlet valves of oil tanks
preparing for all fire extinguishers
I

I

|
I
|
|
I
I

-

-

-

-

oilspill
32
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iExercise Title

-'-'lmmediate actions to be taken in the event of fire or accident
- preparing for oil dispersant
- preparing for oil preventive appliances
- A person over boarded;
- preparing for a rescue boat
- Flooding
- starting bilge pump
- discharging emergency bilge and direct bilge in case of engine room
floodlng
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Sample exercise-13
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements
(K.u.P.)

Engine room Resource ManagemenqenfVtl
Practice ERM
Maintain a safe engineering watch
Knowledge of engine room resource
1) allocation, assignment and prioritization of resources
2) effective communication,
3) assertiveness and leadership,
4) obtain ing a nd ma inta n in g situationa I awa-reness,
5) consideration of team experience
rnrs rrarnrng atms aI understanding ERM requirements through teamwo*
in
operating plant machinery as parts of an engineering watch. Namely, process
of plant operation is discussed and analysed in terms of the ERM
requirements. For teamwork, roles of clE, ztE,3/E and ratings are
assigned
to trainees accordingly and plant operation (leaving a port and recovery
of
blackout) is carried out under the direction of C/E.
communication system equipment must be used for communication
between
the instructor room, control room, and engine room during the training,
and it
is desirable to use English for communication.
lnstructor should prepare a procedure manual of plant operation from
the port
condition to the state of passage. The c/E of the group may refer
to the
manual as necessary during the training in order to issue his/her instructions
!9 !h" other trainees (officers and ratings).
ur. u(irge. tn poft (une Otesel generator is in service)

man@

i

Outline of Training

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Thetrainingffi
- demonstrate and understand ERM requirements as much as possible
-

Briefing - Leaving a
port

through two kinds of plant operation
discuss and analyse processes and activities made as a teamwork in
operating plant machinery in terms of the ERM principres and
requirements

ExPt.ltlr oileily Ine lollowlng:

-

outline of the training
how to carry on the training
roles of the C/E, 2lE,3tE and ratings as follow;
the C/E mainty,
figures out the running condition of the propulsion plant as a whole
receives reports from officers
issues instructions to officers
lhe 2lE assists the C/E
the 3lE and ratings;
figure out the running condition of the machinery in charge
perform tasks instructed by the C/E
report to the C/E necessary information
follow instructions issued by the C/E
lnstructor should emphasize:

-

-

-
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engineering watch" described in the Table lll/1 is to maintain a safe
engineering watch, exerting effective communication, leadership,
situational awareness, assertiveness and effective utilization of
personnel in various situations concerning the engineering watch.
meanings of effective communication, leadership, situational
awareness and assertiveness
The communication includes instruction, answerback, report and
dialogue and these communication patterns should be effectively
carried out for maintaining the safe engineering watch'
Start the simulation (in port) and let the trainees take up the position assigned
(Control room: ClE, 2lE, Engine room:3/E, Ratings)
Use engine room resource management in principle and carry out closed loop

-

-

lmplementation
Leaving a port

communications
(Proceeding for leaving a Port)
(Warming up the main engine)
line up ME CFW system and start No.1 HTFW pump
begin supply of warming up steam to ME
line up ME LO system and start No. 1 LO pump
line up FO supply system and start No.1 FO supply and booster pumps
line up stern tube LO system and start No.'1 stern tube LO pump
start steering gear system and demonstrate its test run
Steering gear test run: take the rudder angles "Port", "Starboard", "Hard
port" and "Hard starboard" communicating with the bridge (lnstructor
room)

start ME turning and check current value of turning motor
start No.2 generator at engine side and report the running condition
make parallel running of diesel generators No.1 and No. 2
switches on Bow thruster and Deck machinery
(ME trial run at the control room)
stop supply of warming uP steam
start No.1 boiler water circulation pump
make parallel running of main air compressors
stop ME turning and disengage ME turning gear
open starting air root valve of No.1 Air reservoir

-

make air running of ME
close all indicator valves
start auxiliary blowers and start ME in ahead direction
stop ME after severalturns
start auxiliary blowers and start ME in astern direction
stop ME after severalturns

(Standby engine)
"standby engine" is requested (telegraph gong sounds)

-
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Exercise Title

Engine room Resource Management (ERM)
- respond to the request
- (after responding the request of standby engine, 2/E manoeuver the ME
responding to telegraph orders)
- "Fullway engine" is requested
- respond to the request
- set manoeuvring lever to "Navigation"
(Navigational condition)
make steering gear single run
make single run of diesel generator
begin warming up TG
line up circulation, condensate, gland steam and LO systems of TG
begin supply of gland steam, starting turning

-

make No.1 main air compressor single run
start ejector pump and prepare for starting FWG
start FWG after vacuum of FWG is established
start the turbo generator
change over electric power source to the turbo generator from diesel
generator

(This is completion of procedures from ln port to state of passage and the
instructor stop the simulation. The trainees move to the briefing room)
Debriefing

This is an intersessional debriefing, so the training should be simply reviewed
from the aspects of ERM principles and the requirements and this review
should be conducted in a form of Q and A as follow in order to let the trainees
consider significance of teamwork.
For the teamwork of leaving a port as a part of an engineering watch:
if allocations/arrangement of the personnel were appropriate
if assignments/roles and responsibility of the personnel were appropriate
if prioritization of the teamwork was appropriate
if utilization of information, equipment and personnelwas effective
if functions of the equipment were satisfactory understood
if information was appropriately understood, responded and shared
if all communication patterns were clearly, effectively and timely carried
out
if assertiveness was reflected
if leadership and situational awareness were exerted
if there was notification of any doubt
if there was consideration of team experience
The instructor should emphasize the following, taking into account the
aforementioned review.
when teamwork is necessary as parts of an engineering watch,
personnel as a member of the team should understand their roles and
responsibilities, and maintain effective communication in order to

-

-

-
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Engine room Resource Management (ERM)
enhance performance of teamwork that contributes to a sxe engineering
watch
- even if there were outstanding competent persons in the team, the
teamwork does not always achieve higher performance
- all the personneltherefore should be mindful on how we can build a good
teamwork (Probably there is no correct answer, but better answer exists)
- the aforementioned review must be reflected in the next stage of ERM
training
The instructor should conclude the debriefing saying that the idea of ERM or
ERM requirements should be applied to all the duties on board ships
although we have discusses ERM from the aspect of an engineering watch
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ANNEXURE 2

Engine Room Simulator Specifications

Engine room simulator specifications have been referenced from ERS

ll of Appendix 2 of

IMO

Model Course 2.07 and must meet requirements of relevant sections of A-l/12 and B-V12 of STCW
Code.

Engine room simulator should consist of the following partitioned spaces equipped with appropriate
equipment based upon the learning/assessment points.
Engine room

-

Control room

-

lnslructor room
Briefing / Debriefing room

Engine room comprises the following:
Mimic panel

-

Main engine local control stand
Pump panels/Group starter panels (GSPs)
Auxiliary boiler control stand
Purifier conlrol stand
Sound syslem equipment
Communication system equipment
lllumination system equipment

Control room comprises the following:
Main console

-

Main switch board (MSB)
Communication system equipment
Sound system equipment
lllumination system equipment
lnstructor room comprises lhe following:
lnstructor console

-

Simulator control equipment
Communicalion system equipment

Classroom / Briefing room comprises the following:
lnstructor and Trainees Briefing table and seating

-

Exercise Replay feed
Overhead prolector and screen / monilor

A. Outline of engine room installations
(Mimic panel)
The latest and typical diesel engine propulsion plant is represented on the panel with its
conslrucling machinery, piping diagrams and recommended accessories such as lamps,
switches, meters and indicators.

+l
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The panel must be designed based on the following ideas for effective training of plant

(1)

The panel should be such it would be possible for trainees to:
observe the entire range of the panel from the appropriate position of the engine
room and easy to identify what machinery comprises the propulsion plant;
ldentify mutual relationship of the machinery and actual arrangement of boiler,
generator and other auxiliaries on board; and
stay in control of running conditions and status of the propulsion plant'
The panel should be designed with the intent to allow trainees to easily learn piping and
systems. Accessories should be of appropriate size in relationship to the learning objectives.

operation and for better understanding of construction of the planl system:

(Z)

The following is considered lo be precautions to meet the ideas above:

(1)
(Z)
(3)

Sufficient clear space would be desirable lo present entire system of the diesel engine
propulsion plant in terms of size of illustrated machinery, presentation of piping diagrams
and the idea (1) aforementioned.
piping systems representing cooling fresh water, fuel oil, lubricating oil and others should be
illustrated in recognizable color code, width, length and arrangemenl as much as possible
Actual relativity between the machinery should be reflected in designing their shapes and
sizes.

(4)
(5)

The illustrated machinery should be drawn and arranged in an impressive manner as much
as possible according to actual arrangement on board
Appropriale size and number of indication melers for pressure, temperature, level and
control parameters should be fitted on the panel as necessary to allow trainees to observe
the running conditions.

(Main engine control stand)
Main engine control stand is a desk type control stand equipped with main engine manoeuvring
equipment, engine telegraph and communication system equipment
(Pump panel/Group Starter Panel: GSP)
Pump panel/GsP is a panel equipped with starter panels
compressors and purifiers.

of auxiliaries such as pumps.

air

(Auxiliary boiler control stand)
Auxiliary boiler control panel is a desk type control stand equipped with manual and automatic
control equipment and available to remotely control the auxiliary boiler represented on lhe mimic
panel.

(Purifier control stand)
Purifier control stand iS a desk type control stand equipped with manual and automatic control
equipment of FO, DO and LO purifiers and available to remotely control the puriliers represented on
lhe mimic panel.
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(Sound system equipment)
-", A speaker of the sound system plays simulated engine room sounds according to running
conditions of the propulsion plant while simulation is performed.

(Communication system equipment)
The main engine control stand should be equipped with communicalion system equipment which
are microphone to communicate to the control and instructor rooms wilh speaker systems, speaker
to sound messages from the control and instructor rooms to all persons in the engine room.
(lllumination system equipment)
The illumination system equipment consists of room and emergency lightings which are controlled
by simulated conditions of the propulsion plant.

(Visual observation of trainees)
The instructor should be able to view the trainees actions either through one way glass or through
Cameras of CCTV system installed at suilable positions so that instructors can observe the actions
made by trainees in the engine room.

B. Outline of Control room lnstallations
(Main console)
The main console is a desk front type console equipped with main engine remote and automatic
control panel, monitoring (Data logger) system and main auxiliary machinery control panel and
others
(Main Switch Board: MSB)
The main switch board is dead front type panel equipped with recommended panels.

(Communication system equipment)
Microphone and speaker systems

(Sound system equipment)
A speaker of the sound system plays simulated control room sounds caused by operation of the
propulsion plant.

(lllumination system equipment)
The illumination system equipment consisls of room and emergency lightings which are conlrolled
by simulated conditions of the propulsion plant.
(Visual observation of trainees)
The instructor should be able to view the trainees actions either through one way glass or through
Cameras of CCTV system installed at suitable positions so that instructors can observe the actions
made by trainees in the control room.

C. Outline of instructor room installations
(lnstructor console)
The instructor console is a desk front type console equipped with simulator control equipment,
communicalion system equipment, CCTV system equipment
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(Simulator control equipment)
tSimulator control equipment control various functions of the simulator consisting of the dedicated
key board, monitor display and control unit

(Communication system equipment)
Microphone and speaker systems

(Visual observation of trainees)
The instructor should be able to view the trainees actions either through one way glass or through
Cameras of CCTV system installed at suitable positions so that instructor can observe the actions
made by trainees in the engine and control room.

D. Outline of briefing / debriefing room
(Exercise Replay)
Projection / monitor to display exercise replay parameters, data logger system.
(Seating)
Table and chairs to seat 1 lnstructor and

B

trainees

Engine room simulation equipment should be capable of simulating a main
and auxiliary machinery
system and incorporate facilities to:

1'

2.

3.

4.
5.
b.

create a real-time environment for seagoing and harbour operations, with communication
devices and stmulation of appropriate main and auxiliary propulsion machinery
equipment
and control panels;
simulate relevant sub-systems that should include, but not be restricted
to, boiler, steering
gear, electrical power general and distribution systems, including
emergency power
supplies, and fuel, cooling water, refrigeration, bilge and bailast systems;
monitor and evaluate engine performance and remote sensing systems;
simulate machinery malfunctions;
allow for the variable external conditions to be changed so as to influence
the simulated
operations: weather, ship's draught, seawater and air temperatures;
allow for instructor-controlled external conditions to be changed: deck
steam,
accommodation steam, deck air, ice conditions, deck cranes,
heavy power, bow thrust, ship
load;

7

'

8'

allow for instructor-controlled simulator dynanrics to be changed:
emergency run, process
responses, ship responses; and
provide a facility to isolate certain processes, such
as speed, electrical system, diesel oil
system, lubricating oil system, heavy oil system, seawater system,
steam system, exhaust
boiler and turbo generator, for performing specific training tasks.
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ANNEXURE 3 - Sample certificate to be issued on successful completion of course

NAME and ADDRESS of the D. G. Approved Training lnstitution
MTI

No:

Tel:

Fax:

E-mail:
Certificate No:

THAf [fu

THIS lS TO CERTIFY
Date of

Birth

.

Holder of C.D.C. No.

.......

.

..

..

. ...

name of candidate]
..

. (dd/mm/yyyy)

.

Certificate of Competency / Proficiency, (if any)

Grade:

No..................

lndian National Database of Seafarers (lNDoS No.)
has successfully completed a training course in

ENGINE ROOM SIMULATOR
(oPERATIONAL LEVEL)
held

from..

.

to.. ...............

The course is approved by Directorate General of Shipping (Vide letter. . . .... dated. ' ' )andmeets
the requirements laid down in Section A1112 and 8-1112.73 and Table A-llU'1 of the STCW Convention and
Code 1978 as amended.

The candidate has also met the additional criteria specifled in the STCW Convention, applicable to the
idsue of the certificate.

This Certificate is issued under the authority of the Directorate General of Shipping, Ministry of Shipping,
and Government of lndia.

Name, lndos No. and Signature of Course ln-charge

Signature of Candidate

Date of

lssue:_

Date of Expiry: UNLI|\illTED

Name and Signature of Dean / Principal

Note

:

1

All enquiries rEgarding this

.

cenific€t should

be addrsss€d lo lhc issuing authofity al lhe address given above
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MANDATORY GUIDELINES FOR TRATNING INSTITUTES
FOR OBTAINING APPROVAL FROM DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF SHIPPING
TO CONDUCT
ENGINE ROOM SIMULATOR COURSE FOR SECOND ENGINEER OFFICERS AT THE
MANAGEMENT LEVEL OA' SH'PS POWERED BY MAIN PROPULSION MACHINERY OF 3,OOO
KW PROPULSION POWER AND ABOVE
CoURSE lD: 3211

To avoid unnecessary repetition, reference has been made herein to DG Shipping Training Manual
(Training Circular 31 of 2018) wherever appropriate.
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Engine Room Simulator Course for Second Engineer Officers at the Management Leyel
ships powered by main propulsion machinery of 3,000 kW propulsion power or more
1.0
1.1.

-'l

BASIC DETAILS OF THE COURSE
Aims:
This course covers the training recommended in the lMo Model course 2.07 and fulfils the
simulator training requirement for second Engineer officers at the Management Level,
specified in Table A-llU2 o,f STCW Code as amended, to provide knowledge and skills
related to operation, supervising and monitoring the safe operation and control of ship's
machinery.

1.2.

Objectives:
The trainee who successfully completes this course will have gained experienced in running,
operation and maintenance of engine-room machinery under various conditions and will
make a more effective contribution to the engine room team durang normal and emergency
situations.
ln particular, the trainees will be able lo have:

1.2.1
'l

.2.2

1.2.3
1.2.4

2.0
2.1.

familiarization with the use of instrumentation and controls used in the engine rooms
of modern merchant ships
an awareness of the need for proper pre-planning, the use of checklists and of lhe
timescale involved in star ng up propulsion plant machinery
experience in identifying operational problems and trouble_shooting
the ability of logical decision making which promotes operational safety

QUALIFICATION & ELIGIBILITY OF STUDENTS
Entry standards:
Prior to gaining entry into this course, the trainee should have:MEO Class lV Certificate of Competency issued by Government of lndia
Not less than twelve months as Assistant Engineer Officer or Officer in
charge of an Engineering watch on ships powered by maan propursion machinery of 750
kw propursion power or more, after obtaining MEo ciass rv certificate of compiency.

.
.
2.2.

Requiredaftendance:
100% attendance is required for successful completion of the course.

2.3.

Course intake limitations:
The course intake shall be a maximum of g trainees divided into two teams. Depending
on
the facilities provided, one team would be carrying oOt an exercise while the other is being
lectured, debriefed or planning the nelit exercise.

3.0

INFRASTRUCTUREREQUIREMENT:
Training centre's seeking approval will need to demonstrate availability of suilable facilities
for practical, generar and theoreticar instruction, appropriatery equipped with teaching and
learning aids and designed to enable each learner to fully engage in the learning process.
All
facililies must be maintained and where appropriate, inspected and tested in accordance
with applicable regulations, current standards and manufacturers recommendalions.

,(
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3.1

Engine Room Simulator
The Engine Room Simulator shall be type approved by DG Shipping on demonstrating its
capability of fulfilling the requirements of Appendix 2 of IMO Model Course 2.07 Engine
Room Simulator (2017 Edition)
Simulator Specifications: As per Annexure 2

3.2

Classroom
Class Room/Debriefing Room
As per DG Shipping Training Manual (Training Circular 31 of 2018)

4.0
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.

COURSE DETAILS
Course Duration: 5 days (32 hrs)
Course Outline: As per given in Annexure 1
Course Certificate: As per format given in Annexure 3.

5.0
5.1.
5.2.

HOLIDAYS
Sundays shall be holidays.

5.3.

lndependence Day (15th August) and Republic Day (26th January) shall be compulsory
holidays.
Students shall normally enjoy lhe holidays observed by the Govt. of the State in which lhe
institute is located.

6.0

FACULTY REQUIREMENT

6.1

Qualifications and experience of course in charge:
Course ln-charge shall

:

.
.

hold Certificate of compelency MEO Class
Government of lndia, AND

.

has completed Engine Room Simulator (Management level) course

l(FG)

issued

or recognized by

the

have not less than 5 years of sea going service onboard merchant vessels above 3000

Qualifications and experience of faculty members:
The faculty shall

.
.
.

:

a Certificate of competency MEO Class l(FG) issued or recognized by the
Government of lndia, AND
Have not less than 4 years of sea going service onboard merchant vessels above 3000
Hold

KW

has compleled Engine Room Simulator (Management level) course

Visiting faculty memberc:
Qualifications and experience of visiting faculty members should be the same as that of
regular faculty as specmed above.

All faculty members shall hold Training of Trainers & Assessors Course Certilicate.(TOTA /
VICT) (as per DGS Circular 26 of 2018, VICT course)

*s

@
6.5

Age limit for regular faculty members:
As per Training Manual (Training Circular 31 of 2018)

7.0

FACULTY STRENGTH
Not less than tlvo faculty, of which one is the course-in-charge. The Faculty: Trainee ratio
shall be not more than 1:8 for theory sessions and 1:4 for simulation exercises.

7.1

7.2

Minimum of 50% of the enlire portion must be covered by full time faculty. (As per DGS
Order no. 5 of 2016).

8.0

9.0

COURSE DURATION
A total of 30 hours of lectures, including practical training and assessment.

ASSESSMENT
Assessment would be carried out at the end of each course.

1O.O QUALITY STANDARDS
As per Training Manual (Training Circular 31 of 2018)

11.0

INSPECTIONS

As per Training lvlanual (Tralning Circular 31 of 201g)

12.0

COST OF INSPECTIONS
As per Training Manual (Training circular 31 of 2018 and rraining circular 29 of 2o1g\

13.0

FEES TO GOVT.
As per Training Manuat (Training Circutar 31 of 2018)

14.0

TEACHING AIDS
PUBLICATIONS:
IMO references (mandatory)

1.

2.
3.

lnternational Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for
Seafarers, (STCW) 1978 as amended.
IMO model courses: 2.02 - Chief Engineer Ofllcer and Second Engineer Officer
IMO model course: 2.07 - Engine Room Simulator _ 2017 edition

Textbooks (mandatory)
1

.

lnstruction books on operation of the simulator

Bibliography (non-mandatory)
81:Taylor, D.A. lntroduction to Marine Engineering.2nd ed. London, Butterworth. 1990
(tsBN 07-50-6253_9)
82:Diesel Engines for ship propulsion and power plants, vorume I & lL K. Kuiken Targel
Global Energy (tSBN 978-90-79j 04-02-4)
83: Pounder's Marine Diesel Engines and Gas Turbines, gth edition (rsBN 0-7506-5g46-0)

q)

t

l

84:McGeorge H.D., Marine Auxiliary Machinery, Seventh Edition, Butterworth-Heinemann,
199s (|SBN 0 7506 4398 6)
85:Application of Automatic Machinery and Alarm Equipment in ships; R. G. sMlrH;
lnstitute of Marine Engineers; (ISBN: 0900976152)

a

15.0

Course Outline and Simulator Exercises - As given in Annexure

16.0

Engine room simulator specifications - Annexure 2

17.0

Sample certificate to be issued on successful comptetion of course - Annexure 3

\
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ANNEXURE

-

1

1.

Knowledge, understanding and proficiency
(Learning Objectives)
Familiarisation

1.1

Plant arrangements

1.2

lnstrumentation
Alarm system

1.3
1.4
2.
2.1

2.2
3.
3.1

3.2

3.3
4.
4.1

5.
5.1

5.2

,I.

COURSE OUTLINE

Theory
(Hours)

Simulation
(Hours)

0.5
1.0

0.75
0.75

Controlsystem
Operational procedures
Operation of plant machinery
Operate main and auxiliary machinery and systems
Maintain a safe engineering watch
Thorough knowledge of principles to be observed in
keeping an engineering watch
Safety and emergency procedures; change- over of
remote/automatic to local control of all systems
Safety precautions to be observed during a watch
Function and mechanism of automatic control of main
diesel engine
Automatic start of various machinery, main diesel engine load
up programme, actuation of safety functions, automatic slow
down and automatic shutdown.
Malfunction and Trouble-Shooting
Take remedy action to main engine malfunction
Other emergencies in engine room
Total

1.0

05
3.0
2.5
1.0
1.5
1.5
1.0

3.0

2.0

60
6.0
32 hrs

All times indicated above include briefing, debriefing and assessment.

5
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SIMULATOR EXERCISES

_t

Note: The values mentioned in the exercises are based on a particular type of engine. These values
may vary depending on the type of engines being simulated. The instructor should accordingly
set

the values appropriate to the engine being simulated.
Sample exercise-1

Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Outline of Training
lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Briefing

Familiarization-1
Trace machinery and pipeline layout in
@
Marine engineering at the management level
lndividual trainee works on tracing t
presented on the illustrating/mimic panel
Not in operation
The training allows the trainees toF
- understand how the propulsion plant is constructed
- understand machinery systems which construct the plant
- understand how the systems and machinery are connected
- understand meaning/significance of piping lines
Explain briefly the following
This training gives understanding of construction of propulsion system and
preliminary knowledge for plant operation
Outline of the training
- propulsion plant is mainly constructed by main machinery, power

generation system, steam generation systems and other auxiliary

lmplementation

machinery

the importance of understanding roles of these machinery systems and

machinery which construct each system
a need lo understand how these svstems are connected bv ninino tincc
lile ttiitltees:

trace main machinery and its associated systems such as fuer suppry,
lubricating oil supply, cooring water circuration, air suppry and exhaust gas
systems with tanks, main valves, pumps, heaters and coolers

trace power generation system and its associated systems such as
generators, prime movers, fuel supply/steam supply, cooling

circulation systems with tanks, main valves, pumps and coolers

water

trace steam generation system and its associated systems such as
exhaust gas economizer, fuel supply, feed water, steam supply and

condensate water systems with tanks, main valves, pumps, cooling
water
circulation, heaters and coolers
trace fuel transfer and treatment systems with tanks, main valves, pumps,
purifiers and heaters
trance cooling fresh water and sea water systems with tanks, main
vatves,
pumps, fresh water generator and coolers

trace compressed air systems with air compressors, air reservoirs and
main valves,

trace lubricating oil treatment system with lubricating oil purifiers and
6
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Exercise Title

Familiarization-1
heaters
trace bilge treatment system with separator, incinerator, tanks, bilge wells,
pumps and main valves
trace stern tube lubricating oil system with stern tube gravity tanks high
and low, stern tube aft and fwd sealtanks, drain tank, pumps and cooler.
trace sewage plant system pipelines and connection to sea water system

Debriefing

Explain briefly the following
functions and features of piping lines
functions and features of tanks, particularly FW expansion tank
installations fitted on the piping lines and various types of valves and their
correct operation.
differences between local control, remote controland automatic control
control methodologies applied to the machinery

-

-

a

@
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Sample exercise-2

Familiarization-2
Operate instrumenta,,on ryrr"
main engine/auxiliary machinery
Marine engineering at the managenrent level
lndividualtrainee works on a che
simulated plant machinery on the mimic panelor illustrating panel and
observing displays of instruments on the main console and main switch
board
Harbour transit
The training allows the trainees io

Specific Purpose

-

-

get to know names and functions of instrumentations used to
indicate

running parameters and status of the plant machinery
understand difference between an anarogue meter and digital indicator
and their advantages and disadvantages
get familiar with reading indicators including unit
observe indicator diagrams displayed on the screen of an engine power

This training gives understanding of instrumentation used in

propulsion plant
Outline of the training

-

lmplementation

a

ship,s

various instrumentation is used to indicate various process values
that

are running parameters of the machinery

the importance of reading correcily these indications to ensure proper
judgement of the running condition
Start the
start reading indications of various meters on the mimic panel
or
illustrating panel following the check list
The instructor lets the trainees enter the control room and.
start reading indications of various meters on the main console
and main
switch board
The instructor stops the simulation and creates standby engine
as an initial
condition and lets the trainees:
operate main engine manoeuvring lever in turn and observes p/v
diagrams and draw curves of the main dieser engine on the
dispray of
monitoring system or engine power meter unit
Explain Oriefty tne fottowrng
almost all running parameters can be seen on the display
of monitoring
system in an actual ship

-

ri*

-

-

-

actual thermometers, pressure gauges, rever gauges and other process
indicators are installed in an actualship
usually there is a difference in indication values between actual
meters
and the monitoring system in an actualship
the importance to remember approximate values of running parameters

€r'i
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Sample exercise-3

Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Outline of Training

Familiarization-3
Operate alarm system used to indicate malfunctions and emergency
Marine engineering at the management level
lndividualtrainee performs operation of alarm system identifying malfunction
in turn

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Sea-going
The training allows the trainees to:

-

get to know difference between general alarm/emergency alarm

and

engine alarms
understand pattern of machinery alarms
understand how to respond to an alarm sound
meaning of alarm sound, lamp indications and lamp flicker
understand how to change alarm setting values
understand basic functions of monitoring system
Explain briefly the following
how to respond to machinery alarms of instrumentation used in a ship's
propulsion plant
monitoring system used for propulsion plant
basic functions of

Briefing

-

-

a

machinery
difference between generalalarm and machinery alarms
meaning of buzzer stop button, reseUflicker stop button and alarm
indication lamps
Start the simulation and let the trainees:
- perform buzzer test and lamp test in turn
- respond to an alarm entered by the instructor
- press buzzer stop button to stop the alarm sound
- make sure what was alarmed and the malfunction machinery with
lamp flicker
- press reseUflicker stop button and make sure the lamp becomes
continuous lighting
- make sure the alarming value of parameter/status of the machinery
- make sure that the alarm lamp lights untilthe alarmed parameter

-

lmplementation

becomes normal
make sure that the alarm was recorded in the event printer/alarm
printer with time of occurrence and stored in the monitoring systems
untilthe alarmed parameter becomes normal
(lnstructor makes alarms one after another untilthe trainees become familiar
with the response)
make changes in alarm setting value of running parameters for the
monitoring system such as temperature, pressure, level and time-lag for

-

-

Debriefing

alarming
Explain briefly the following
summary of the training
meanings of audible and visible alarm
an alarming system cannot be used in principle for a safety system

-

h

Exercise Title

Familiarization-3
- three categories of alarm that are emergency alarm, primary alarm and
secondary alarm

10
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Sample exercise-4

D-

Exercise Title

Familiarization-4

Task
Function and Level
Outline of Training

ldentify equipment used for controls
Marine engineering at the management level
lndividual trainee works on a check list for identifying equipment used for
controls in the simulated propulsion plant
Not in operation
The training allows the trainees to:
understand what machinery is remotely and/or automatically controlled
understand what process values are automatically controlled
identify what equipment is used for controls

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

-

Briefing

Explain briefly the following:
outline of the training
how to carry on the training
differences between remote control and automatic control
control methods applied to main machinery

-

lmplementation

The instructor lets the trainees identify equipment used for control-foltowing
the check list:
- remote-automaticcontrol
- main engine control stand/panel in the engine room and control room
- main engine manoeuvring lever in the engine room and control room
- auxiliary blower control switch
- generator control panel on main switch board and main console
- synchronizing panelon main switch board
- auxiliary boiler control panel
- purifier control panel
- remote control
- group starter panels (G.S.p.)
- automatic control
- temperature controllers
- levelcontrollers
- pressure controllers
- viscositycontrollers
- controlvalves
- start and stop in group starter panels

Debriefing

Explain briefly the following
control methods applied to:
actual main engine, power generation system and boiler controls
actual automatic control for temperature, leveland other process values
actualautomatic start and stop of auxiliary machinery

-

-

11
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exercise-5
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements
(K.U.P.)

Operation of plant machinery
Line up and establish auxiliary machinery systems
Marine engineering at the management level
Operate main and auxiliary machinery and associated control systems
Preparation, operation, fault detection and necessary measures to prevent
damage for the following machinery items and control systems
.1 main engine and associated auxiliaries
.2 auxiliary steam boiler and associated auxiliaries and steam systems
.3 auxiliary prime movers and associated systems
.4 other auxiliaries including refrigeration, air conditioning and ventilation
systems

Outline of Training

Trainees establish a group and the group performs operations of the following
machinery in the engine room;
start and stop emergency generator
start, stop and change over CSW pumps and LTFW pumps
start, stop and change over main air compressors
start and stop control air compressor
start, stop and change over oil purifiers
The trainees may refer to a procedure manual prepared by instructors.
All operations should be principally carried out in manual. This training is not
for plant operation but for operation of each machinery, therefore same

-

procedures may be sometimes repeated.
lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Briefing

@Loareloaded,nomachineryisinservice,allvalves
are principally closed)
The training allows the trainees to:
understand how to start, stop and changeover auxiliary machinery
acquire knowledge on preparations and procedures for starting, operating
and stopping machinery and their proceduraltheories

-

@
-

-

outline of the training
how to carry on the training
purposes of starting each machinery and establishing systems
procedures for starting, operating and stopping each machinery and their
proceduraltheories applied to the machinery
significance to keep correct sequence of the procedures to prevent
damage
needs to check running condition in terms of sounds, vibration, heat and
leakage when starting machinery although these cannot be detected on
the simulator

12
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Exercise Title
lmplementation

Operation of plant machinery
Start the simulation and let the trainees:
(Start and stop emergency generator)
make procedures to start the emergency generator
check running parameters and voltage established
connect the generator to BUS line
disconnect the generator from BUS line
stop the generator

-

(Start, stop and change over CSW pumps and LTFW pumps)
air purge in CSW pumps suction side

-

start No. 1 CSW pump checking pressure
change over No. 1 CSW to No.2 CSW pump in a correct manner
change over No. 2 CSW to No.3 CSW pump if any
set No. 1 csw pump as a running pump and No. 2 and 3 to auto standby
open valves on No. 1 LTFW pump suction line and start No. i LTFW
pump
open delivery valve of No.1 LTFW checking pressure
change over No. 1 LTFW pump to No.2 in a correct manner
change over No.2 LTFW pump to No.3 if any.
set No. 1 LTFW pump as a running pump and No.2 and 3 to auto
standby

(Start, stop and change over main air compressors)
open valves on LTFW line to No. 1 and 2 main air compressors (coolers)
open valves on compressed air line to No.1 main air reservoir from No.1
compressor
start No.1 main air compressors and supply No.1 main air reservoir with
compressed air checking pressure and discharging drain manually
start No.2 main air compressor and supply No.1 main air reservoir with
compressed air in parallel
after filling up No.1 main air reservoir, stop No.1 and z main air
compressors and close supply valve to No. 1 main air reservoir
open supply valve to No.2 main air reservoir and start No.2 main air
compressors to fill up No.2 main air reservoir
set No.2 main air compressor to auto
shut down No.1 main air compressor closing valves concerned in air and
LTFW

-

-

(Start, stop and change over diesel generators)
open No.1 main air reservoir ouilet valve

-

check No.'l dieselgenerator for CFW, LO and DO/FO
operation to start No.1 diesel generator opening valves concerned in
CFW, LO and DO/FO
start No.1 diesel generator and confirm running parameters
connect No.1 diesel generator to Bus line confirming voltage and
13
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Exercise Title

Operationof plant machinery

-

frequency on MsB
restart No.1 csw pump and No.1 LTFW pump, and stop the emergency
generator if necessary
check No.2 diesel generator for CFW, LO and DO/FO
operation to start No.2 dieselgenerator opening valves concerned in
CFW, LO and DO/FO
start No.2 diesel generator and confirm running parameters
make manually parallel running of No.1 and 2 diesel generators on MSB
make manually single running of No.2 diesel generator ON MSB
stop No.1 dieselgenerator

(Fire up auxiliary boiler and raise steam pressure including lining up steam
system)

-

check water level of the boiler and feedwater/cascade tank for level
check the steam root valve closed and air vent valve opened
open valves concerned in Do supply line and start Do circulation
opened valves concerned in boiler water circulation line and start No.
boiler water circulation pump
set No.2 boiler water circulation pump to auto standby
operation for manually lighting off the burner
operation for extinguishing the flame about 1 minute later
operation for manually lighting off the burner about 1 minute later
repeat the same procedures one more time

1

(The instructor makes the simulation faster at this stage in order to facilitate
the training saying that the simulation runs faster although we must raise the
steam pressure according to the specific standard for the boiler)

-

close air vent valve when the steam pressure reaches to 0.05 - 0.1
Mpa/0.5 - 1 bar
lighting off the burner accordingly again
line up the feed water line and start No. 1 feed water pump
supply feed water control system with controlair if necessary
set No.2 feed water pump to aulo standby
stop No.1 boiler water circulation pump and close valves
concerned
open steam supply valves on steam line when the steam pressure
reaches to 0.4 Mpa/4 bar
start heating Fo service tank, Fo setiling tanks and Fo bunker tanks
change fuel oil of the boiler from Do to Fo and turn on Fo heater when
the temperature of Fo service tank reaches to the setting valve
set the boiler to auto

(Start, stop and changeover oil purifiers)
check No.1 Fo purifier for operating water tank level and Lo level

-

14
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Exercise Title

Operation of plant machinery

Debriefing

open valves concerned in FO and the operating water and start No.1 FO
purifier
supply FO heater with heating steam
supply it with FO and checking running parameters when No. 1 FO
purifier reaches to operational revolution speed
changeover No. 1 FO purifier to No. 2 FO purifier about 3 minutes later
check running parameters after changing over to No. 2 FO purifier
set No.2 FO purifier to automatic operation
stop No.'t FO purifier
check No.1 LO purifier for operating water level and LO level
open valves concerned in LO and the operating water and start No.1 LO
purifier
supply LO heater with heating steam
supply it with LO when No.1 LO purifier reaches to operational revolution
speed

Explain briefly the following
significance of correct sequence of starting and stopping machinery to
avoid damage
theoretical aspects for sequence of starting and stopping machinery

-

-
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le exercise-6
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence

Requirements (K.U.P.)
Outline of Training

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Operation of main propulsion and auxiliary machinery
Start up, manoeuver and shuttinq/coolinq down main enqines
Marine enqineerinq at the manaqement level
Operation, surveillance, performance and maintaining safety of
propulsion plant and auxiliary machinery
Startup and shut down main propulsion and auxiliary machinery,
including associated systems
Trainees establish a group and the group performs starting up,
operation and shutting/cooling down of main engines and each
trainee manoeuvers the main engines responding to the
telegraph order.
The trainees may refer to a procedure manual prepared by
instructors. (Speciflc procedures based on the simulated main
engine should be developed and prepared for the trainees)
ln port (Completion of warminq up)
The training allows the trainees to understand:

-

criteria for judgment of completing warming up and cooling done;
conditions for starting up;

checking point when main engines are started first for leaving a
port;

various automatic controls applied to main engines;

operational procedures

of

main engines for starting

up,

navigational mode and shutting/cooling down main diesel engine;

Briefing

lmplementation
(1st stage: warming up
the main engine and
leaving a port)

and

acquire skills on manoeuvring the main engine

Explain briefly the following

-

outline of the training
how to carry on the training
operational procedures for warming up, starting up, setting up
navigationalmode and shutting/cooling down the main engine
criteria for judgment of completing warming up and cooling done
need for trial run of main engines when leaving a port
what should be checked during trial run of main engines

Start the simulation and let the trainees demonstrate:
(Main diesel engine)

-

-

check the main engine for completion of warning up including;
levelof LO sump tank
FW expansion tank
cylinder oil supply/daily tank
circulations of CFW, LO and FO
temperatures of CFW and LO
setting values of controllers
status of control system for the main engine
check auxiliary machinery for:
stern tube LO sump tank
status of main air compressors and pressure of air reservoirs
status of steering gears
status of power generation system

-

-
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-

status of engine room fans
abnormalconditions if any
preparation for starting up the engine
disengage turning gear and all indicator valves are open
line up starting air
reset abnormal if any
notify startup of the main engine to the bridge (lnstructor)
air running of the engine in the engine room confirming revolution
indicator
closing all indicator valves
manual start and stop of the engine in ahead and astern slow in
the engine room
changeover of the control position to the control room
remote-automatic start and stop of the engine in ahead and
astern slow confirming:
starting and stopping auxiliary blower/s
rotation of the engine
timing of air cut
fuel notch

-

-

(The instructor sets sub{elegraph to Standby Engine and issues
2 - 3 engine orders to the trainee for manoeuvring and creates
some special conditions such as:

-

-

start failure
start impossible
wrong way

manoeuvring of the engine responding to the engine telegraph
orders confirming:
automatic start and stop of auxiliary blowers
remote-automatic start and stop of the engine
timing of air cut
automatic revolution speed control
fuel notch
start failure
slart impossible

-

(The instructor issues Full way engine)
- setting manoeuvring lever to the position of sea going/navigation
fullchecking load up program activated

-

lmplementation
(2nd stage. entering a

establishment of navigation mode including:
activation of speed run up/load up program
changeover of fuel oil to HFO from DO
automatic controlof FO viscosity
single running of main air compressor
adjustment of scavenging air temperature
application of VIT and/or FQS

-

Start the simulation and let the trainees demonstrate:
(Diesel engine)

-

establishment of standby mode

EV\

U

@
-

port and shutting/cooling
down the main engine)

-

commencement of reducing engine speed
changeover fuel oil to DO when necessary
changeover of generator to diesel generator from turbo
generator
stop of FWG
adjustment of FO viscosity, scavenging air temperature
parallel running of main air compressors and line up starting
air supply line.

(When the engine speed reaches to standby full speed, the
instructor sets sub-telegraph to Standby engine and issues
several engine orders)

-

manoeuvring the engine responding to the telegraph orders in
remote-automatic control, checking running parameters

(The instructor sets the sub-telegraph to "Finish with engine")

-

-

procedures for shutting down the engine including:
open all indicators valves.
changeover the control mode to manual and carry out air
running for'1 - 2 rotations.
engage turning gear and commence turning of the engine
providing the engine with cylinder oil.
shutting down auxiliaries
stop No. 1 boiler water circulating pump and close valves
concerned
close starting air line to the main engine and set main air
compressors to single run
stop No. 1 FO pump and close valves concerned
stop the turning of the main engine
stop No. 1 stern tube LO pump and close valves concerned
stop the turning of the main engine
stop No. 1 LO pumps and close valves concerned
stop No. 1 HTFW LO pump confirming the temperature and close
valves concerned
stop LO purifier

-

Explain briefly the following
The instructor should brief on:

-

performance as a whole
proceduralfeatures of main diesel engines
important precautions to be observed by engineer officers at the
management levelwhen leaving and entering a port

18
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Ikexercise-7
Exercise Title
Task

Function and Level
Competence
Requirements (K.U.P.)

)r

Automatic control of main diesel
ne
Operate automatic start of auxiliary machineries, automatic
speed control of main diesel engine, actuation of safety
functions of main diesel enqine
Electrical, electronic and control systems at the management
level
Operate electrical, electronic and control systems
1. Operation principles of the following control equipment:
Power management system diesel generators
Automatic start main engine luboil pump, jacket cooling
water (JCW) pump, fuel oil booster pump, sea water
pump in case of failure of running pumps
Automatic start of auxiliary boiler feed pump, fuel oil
pump, exhaust gas economiser circulating pump
2. Operation principles of automatic speed control of main
diesel engine by load up programme
3. Operation principles of actuation of safety functions of main
diesel engine
4. Operating principles of automatic slowdown of main diesel
engine
5. Operating principles of automatic shutdown of main diesel
engine

-

Outline of Training

The trainees perform the following operations:
1. Starting and stopping remotely operated diesel generators
2. Making parallel running of diesel generators automatic
3. Selecting priority settings of standby generators
4. Setting optimum load sharing/number of generators
5. Setting and testing of remote/automatic control of main
diesel engine luboil pump, JCW pump, Fuel oil booster
pump, sea water pump
6. Setting and testing of remote/automatic control of auxiliary
boiler feed pump, fuel oil pump and exhaust gas
economiser circulating pump
7. lncrease of speed of main diesel engine by load up
programme
8. Operation of safety functions of main diesel engine and their
bypass
Operation of automatic slowdown of main diesel engine
10. Operation of automatic shutdown of main diesel engine

9

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

ln port
The training allows the trainees to:
1. Understand power management system of diesel generators
2. Acquire knowledge on procedure of selecting and setting standby
pumps of main dieselengine and boiler
3. Acquire knowledge automatic increase in rpm of main diesel
engine by load up programme and its bypass in case of
qmergency
19
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Briefing

Acquire knowledge of operation of safety system, auto slow down
and auto shut down of main diesel engine and their bypass in
case of emergency

Explain briefly the following:
Outline of training
How to carry on the training
Significance to keep correct sequence of procedures to prevent
damage
Demonstrate and understand settings and testing of standby
diesel generators other auxiliaries.
Understand running conditions of propulsion plant as whole
understand purpose of load up programme of main dieselengine
while increasing its rpm and its benefits against manual increase
of rpm
Understand purpose of safety system, auto slow down and auto
shut down of main diesel engine and risks of bypassing auto shut
down

-

-

-

lmplementation
(1st stage: Vessel in Port
and one diesel generator
on load and main diesel
engine warmed uP and
ready)

Start the simulation and let the trainees:
Put selector switch (auto/manual) of all diesel generators on
auto
Put priority switch of non-running diesel generators on
priority 1 & 2
Set all non-running auxiliary pumps of main diesel engine
and auxiliarY boiler on standbY
First exercise:
Trainees trip the running generator from MSB and have a
blackout. Observe priority no.1 generator starting and
coming on load
ln case sequential starting of electric motors (if installed in
the simulators), trainees observe the motors start in
sequence
Trainees start all other electric motors that have tripped due
to blackout.
Second exercise.
I
Trainees increase load on running generator by starting
pumps and observe preferentialtrip taking place
Trainees observe priority no.1 generator starting and
coming on load
Trainees reset preferential trip alarm switch and restart all
motors that have tripped due to preferential trip
Third exercise:
Trainees trip, one by one, running motors of main diesel
engine luboil pump, JCW pump, fuel oil booster pump' sea
water pump, auxiliary boiler feed pump, fuel oil pump and
exhaust gas economiser circulating pump

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-Traineesobservestandbypumpsstartingandpressures
and temperatures in the system normalize

20
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This is end of the 1st stage and the instructor stops the
simulation.

-

lmplementation
(2nd stage: vessel
leaving a port and full
away given on telegraph)

|--

Trainees activate load up programme of main diesel engine
Trainees increase fuel lever setting of main diesel engine
Tralnees observe gradual increase of all parameters of main
diesel engine including rpm, exhaust gas temperature, scavenge
air pressure, turbocharger rpm, torque of propeller shaft (if fitted
in simulator)

This is end of the 2nd stage and the instructor stops the
simulation.

-

lmplementation
(3rd stage. vessel at sea)

-

lmplementation
(4th stage: vessel at sea)

Trainees increase set temperature of JCW and iril JCV/ hr'gh
temperature alarrn is activated
Trainees observe main dieser engine auto srow down alarm
activation and auto slowdown of rpm of main engine
Trainees bring telegraph to dead slow ahead, reiet the
temperature of JCW to earlier setting. When JCW ouilet
temperature normalises and alarm gets deactivated, trainees
increase the fuel lever gradually to earlier setting

This is end of the 3rd stage and the instructor stops the
simulation.
- rrarnees sel main engine standby luboil pump to manual ano trrp

-

running luboil pump
Trainees observe main engine ruboir row pressure ararm gets
activated and main engine auto shut down ararm gets activated
and main engine rpm starts reducing
Trainees bring the telegraph to stop
Trainees restart the ruboir pump and put the second ruboir pump
on standby
When luboil pressure becomes normaland alarm gets
deactivated, trainees gradua[y increase fuer reverio earrier
setting

Thls is end of the 3rd stage and the instructor stops
the
simulation.
Debriefing

-

-

Power management system diesel generators
Automatic start main engine ruboir pump, jacket cooring
water (JCW) pump, fuel oil booster pump, sea water pump
in case of failure of running pumps
Automatic start of auxiriary boirer feed pump, fuer
oir pump,
exhaust gas economiser circulating pump
operation principres of automatic speed contror of main
diesel engine by load up programme
operation principtes of actuation of safety functions of
main
diesel engine
operating principles of automatic slowdown of main diesel
engine
Operating principles of automatic shutgsr^,!

{

rnain diesel engine
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exercise-8
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements (K.U.P
Outline of Training

)

Main elgine malfunction
Take remedy action to main enqine malfunction
Maintenance and repair at the manaqement level
Detect and identify the causes of main diesel engine
malfunctions and correct faults
Detection of machinery malfunction, location of faults and action
to prevent damaqe
Trainees establish a group and the group takes remedy action
to the following malfunctions to prevent damage under the
direction of the group leader:
- automatic slowdown by thrust bearing high temperature

-

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Briefing

lmplementation
(1st stage)

high oil mist condition in main engine crank case
main engine under piston space temperature high
main engine governor failure
leaking exhaust valve
blow-by (brokenlworn out piston rings, worn out liner
main engine one unit not firing
main engine one unit liner cracked

Seaooino
The training allows the trainees to:
- acquire knowledge on how to address main engine malfunctions
in accordance with situations
- understand meanings and possible causes of the malfunctions
- understand what is necessary to avoid such cases
Explain briefly the following
- outline of the training
- how to carry on the training
- how to address the malfunctions
(Main engine automatic slowdown by Thrust bearing high
temperature)
Start the simulation and let the trainees:
- confirm that the plant condition is in good order
The instructor enters thrust bearing high temperature and the
trainees:
- confirm main engine automatic slow down with the alarm sound
by pressing buzzer stop and reset button
- take make immediately procedures to changeover the power
generation system to No. 1 dieselgenerator from Turbo
generator, keeping Turbo generator in a hot condition
- start urgently auxiliary boiler and stop FWG accordingly
- assess quickly main running parameters of the main engine
i - take measures to changeover control position of the main engine
I to the control room from the bridge, keeping the revolution speed
and notifying the main engine automatic slow
| "t Slow aheadbridge.
I down to the
| - locate proximate cause of the automatic slowdown checking
I running parameters as follow or get to know alarming point
of the thrust bearing
| -- LO temperature
pressure
LO
|
| - Lo flow rate
22
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lmplementation
(2nd stage)

-

LO temperature controlvalve
control parameters of LO temperature controller
trouble of LO pumps
clogged LO strainer
fouled LO cooler
carry out remedy actions operations to recover the running
condition
reset the abnormal and make procedures to resume the operation
of the main engine
increase the engine speed by setting the manoeuvring lever to
the position as it was
make procedures to changeover the power generation system to
Turbo generator from No. 1 diesel generator as the speed is
resumed
restart FWG and stop auxiliary boiler
confirm that the plant condition is resumed

Thls is end of the 1st stage and the instructor stops the
simulation
(Hrgh orl mist condition in main engine crank case)
Start the simulation and let the trainees:

-

confirm that the plant condition is in good order

The instructor enters bearing high temperature and the trainees:
- confirm the bearing high temperature alarm by pressing buzzer

lmplementation
(3rd stage)

stop and reset button
check oil mist detector for readings and find the section unit
where the bearing high temperature occurred
request immediate engine stop Informing the bridge of the
situation
start standby diesel generator and changeover the power
generation system to the diesel generator from the turbo
generator
make the engine speed slow instanfly
stop heating of fresh water generator stopping distilled waler
pump
start auxiliary boiler and establish the standby condition of the
propulsion plant
stop the main engine
open all indicator valve and carry out air running
start turning of the engine by turning motor for cool down and
inspection

This is end of 2nd staoe and the instrrretor qtonq the cirnr rtatian
(Fire in under piston/scavenginffi
Start the simulation and let the tiainees:
- confirm that the plant condition is in good order
The instructor enters piston ring leaking and the trainees:
- aware of rising under piston space temperature
- request immediate engine stop informing the bridge of much
higher temperature of under piston space than usual
- start standby diesel generator and changeover the power
generation system to the diesel generator from the iurbo
23
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generator
make the engine speed slow instanily
stop heating of fresh water generator stopping distilled water
pump
start auxiliary boiler and establish the standby condition of the
propulsion plant
stop the main engine
open all indicator valve and carry out air running
start turning of the engine by turning motor for inspection

This is end of the 3rd stage and the instructor stops the
simulation.
lmplementation
(4th stage)

(Main engine governor failure)
Start the simulation and let the trainees:
- confirm that the plant condition is in good order
The instructor enters main engine governor failure and the trainees:
- confirm governor failure alarm by pressing alarm buzzer stop
- observe main engine slows down and stops
- main engine does not respond to fuel lever from ECR
- inform the bridge of the situation
- disengage the governor
- change over to engine side conlrol
- restart the main engine from engine side control
- gradually increase speed and control speed from engine side
control
- inform the bridge of the situation is under control and bridge
controlis unavailable
- arrange for watch keeping in engine room

This is end of the 4th stage and the instructor stops the
simulation.
lmplementation
(5th stage)

(Leaking exhaust valve of one unit of main diesel engine)

Start the simulation and let the trainees:

-

confirm that the plant condition is in good order

The instructor enters leaking exhaust valve in one unit of main
engine and the trainees:

-

-

confirm the main engine exhaust gas temperature deviation alarm
by pressing buzzer stop

check exhaust gas temperature of all units and find the unit
where the high temperature has occurred
observes drop in peak pressure and compression pressure
of that unit
concludes that possible reason could be leaking exhaust
valve of the unit

This is end of the Sth stage and the instructor stops the
simulation.
lmplementation
(6th stage)

{Blow-by (broken/worn out piston rings, worn out liner) of one unit of
main dieselengine))

Start the simulation and let the trainees:
- confirm that the plant condition is in good order
24
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confirm scavenge space high temperature deviation alarm
of by pressing buzzer stop
confirm reduction in exhaust gas temperature of one unit
confirm reduction in peak pressure and compression
pressure of that unit
conflrm increase in scavenge space pressure and
temperature
conclude blow-by of piston rings of that unit

This is end of the 6th stage and the instructor stops the
simulation.
(Main engine one unit not firing)

lmplementation
(7th stage)

Start the simulation and let the trainees:

-

confirm that the plant condition is in good order

The instructor enters main engine one unit not firing and the
trainees.
confirm the main engine exhaust gas temperature deviation
alarm by pressing buzzer stop
observe exhaust gas temperature of one unit of main engine
to be very low
observe peak pressure of that unit has dropped to
compression pressure
conclude that particular unit of main engine not firing.
plan remedial action

-

-

This is end of the 7th stage and the instructor stops the
simulation.
lmplementation
(8th stage)

Start the simulation and let the trainees:

-

t,

Debriefing

confirm that the plant condition is in good order
The instructor enters the fault main engine one unit liner cracked and
the trainees:
confirm main engine expansion tank low level alarm by pressing
buzzer stop
maintain expansion level by taking fresh water
confirm scavenge space high level alarm by pressing buzzer
observe exhaust gas temperature lower than before
observe fluctuation in JCW pump discharge pressure and
fluctuation in current drawn by JCW pump motor
conclude leakage of JCW in that particular unit of main engine
decide to stop main engine after informing bridge for opening of
unit for internal inspection

-

This is end of the 7th stage and the instructor stoos the simulation
Explain the reasons, possible damage to macrrinery ano, nurnan
life and timely rectification for following faults of main engine:
thrust bearing high temperature
high oil mist condition in main engine crank case
main engine under piston space temperature high

-
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main engine governor failure
leaking exhaust valve
blow-by (brokenAruorn out piston rings, worn out liner
main engine one unit not firing

main enqine one unit liner cracked
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Sample exercise-9
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements (K.U.P.)
Outline of Training

}^
Other emerqencies in enqine room
Diagnose the causes other emergencies in engine room and
take remedial measures
Maintenance and repair at the manaqement level
Detect and identify the causes of emergencies !n engine room
and correct faults
Detection of machinery malfunction, location of faults and action
to prevent damage
Trainees establish a group and the group takes remedy action
to the following malfunctions to prevenUminimize damage under
the direction of the group leader:
exhaust gas economizer fire
engine room flooding
enqine room fire
Seagoing
The training allows the trainees to.
- understand how to address engine room emergencies

-

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

-

Briefing

diagnoses the causes of these emergencies

discuss remedial measures

to taken to

overcome these

emergencies
discuss how to prevent these emeroencies

Explain briefly the following

-

how to conduct the training and positions assigned to the trainees
running conditions of the main engine
how the following occur

(i) exhaust gas economizer
(ii) engine room flooding

fire

(iii) engine room fire
how above are detected
how above emergencies are tackled in timely and effective
manner
(Exhaust Gas Economizer Fire)
Start the simulation and let the trainees:
- confirm that the plant and engine room condition is in good order
lnstructor enters the malfunction of fire in exhaust gaJ
economizer and the trainees:
- confirm occurrence of the fire in exhaust gas economizer
detected with high temperature alarm of exhaust gas economizer
outlet
- stop the main engine as soon as possible after informing bridge of
the situation
- start standby diesel generator and change power generation
system to the diesel generator from turbo generator
- stop heating of fresh water generator stopping distilled water
pump
- start auxiliary boiler and establish the standby condition of the
propulsion plant
- check the following keeping turbo generator and fresh water
generator in idling:
- temperature of exhaust gas economizer gas ouilet

-

lmplementation
1't stage
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lmplementation
2nd stage

-

steam pressure
boiler water circulation pump pressure
auxiliary boiler feedwater flow rate
cascade tank level
when the temperature of exhaust gas economizer gas ouflet goes
down, keep the economizer as it is for a while to dry up
if no abnormality is found, start preparation for restart of the main
engine
start the main engine informing the bridge
resume the plant conditions as they were, after the engine speed
reaches to the navigation speed

This is end of the 1"r stage and the instructor stops the simulation.
(Engine room flooding)
Start the simulation and let the trainees.

-

confirm that the plant condition is in good order

lnstructor enters the malfunction of bilge high level in the engine
room and the trainees:
- confirm engine room bilge high level by pressing the buzzer stop

-

lmplementation
3'd stage

confirm engine room bilge level high by visual inspection
decide to pump out the engine room bilge overboard through
emergency bilge injection valve
inform bridge of the situation in engine room and decision to
pump out engine room bilges overboard directly
relevant entries are made in engine room log book and Oil
Record Book (Part ll)
after engine room bilge water level is brought under control,
source of heavy leakage of sea water is located (main sea water
pipe line has a hole)
decision is made to cement box same
bridge informed and main engine is stopped
emergency generator is started and running diesel generators are
stopped
all sea water inlet valves to/from sea are closed

This is end of the 2nd staqe and the instructor stops the simulation.
(Engine room fire)
Start the simulation and let the trainees:

-

confirm that the plant condition is in good order

lnstructor enters the malfunction of fire on top of running diesel
generator and the trainees:
- confirm fire in engine room by pressing the buzzer stop
- bridge (instructor) informs fire on top of generator no. 1

-

Debriefing

no.1 generator hypermist activated
standby diesel generator started and taken on load
no.1 generator stopped
evaluate damage to generator by fire

This is end of the 3'd stage and the instructor stops the
simulation.
Explain briefly the following

-

summary of the traininq
28
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)
need to keep exhaust gas economizer clean from

inside

L

need for good round of all sea water pipelines and rectification of
smallest leak before they become big
need to keep all fueloil pipelines in good condition
need to keep all fire detection alarms in good working condition
need to keep all fire
in ready condition
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Annexure 2
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I

Engine Room Simulator Specifications
Engine room simulator specifications have been referenced from ERS ll of Appendix 2 of IMO
Model Course 2.07 and must meet requirements of relevant sections of A-l/12 and F-1112 of STCW
Code.

Engine room simulator should consist of the following partitioned spaces equipped with appropriate
equipment based upon the learning/assessment points.
Engine room

-

Control room
lnstructor room
Briefing / Debriefing room

Engine room comprises the following:
Mimic panel

-

Main engine local control stand
Pump panels/Group starter panels (GSPs)
Auxiliary boiler control stand

-

Purifier control stand
Sound system equipment
Communication system equiPment
lllumination system equiPment

Control room comprises the following:
Main console

-

-

Main switch board (MSB)
Communication system equiPment
Sound system equiPment
lllumination system equiPment

lnstructor room comprises the following:
lnstructor console
Simulator control equiPment

-

-

Communication system equiPment

Classroom / Briefing room comprises the following:
lnstructor and Trainees Briefing table and seating
Exercise Replay feed
Overhead projector and screen / monitor

A. Outline of engine room installations
(Mimic panel)

\
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The latest and typical diesel engine propulsion plant is represented on the panel withtts
constructing machinery, piping diagrams and recommended accessories such as lamps,
switches, meters and indicators.

-

The panel must be designed based on the following ideas for effective training of plant
operation and for better understanding of construction of the plant system:

(1)

The panel should be such it would be possible for trainees to:

-

(2)

observe the entire range of the panel from the appropriale posiiion of the engine
room and easy to identify what machinery.comprises the propulsion plant;
ldentify mutual relationship of the machinery and actual arrangemenl of boiler,
generator and other auxiliaries on board; and
stay in control of running conditions and status of the propulsion plant.
The panel should be designed with the intent to allow trainees to easily learn piping and
systems. Accessories should be of appropriate size in relationship to the learning objectives.

The following is considered to be precautions to meet lhe ideas above:

(1)

(2)
(3)
(41
(5)

Sufficient clear space would be desirable to present entire system of the diesel engine
propulsion plant in terms of size of i[ustrated machinery, presentation
of piping diagrams
and the idea (1) aforementioned.
Piping systems representing cooling fresh water, fuet oil, lubricating oil and others
should be
illustraled in recognizabre color code, width, rengrh and arrangement as
much as possible.
Actual relativity between the machinery should be reflected in designing their
shapes and
sizes.
rhe illustrated machinery should be drawn and arranged in an impressive manner as much
as possible according to actual arrangement on board.
Appropriale size and number of indication melers for pressure, temperarure,
level and
control parameters should be fitted on the panel as necessary to allow trainees
to observe
the running condilions.

(Main engine control stand)
Main engine contror stand is a desk type contror stand equipped
with main engine manoeuvring
equipment, engine telegraph and communication syslem equipment.
(Pump panel/Group Starter panel: GSp)
Pump paneuGSP is a paner equipped wilh starler paners
compressors and purifiers.

of auxiliaries such as pumps,

air

(Auxiliary boiler control stand)
Auxiliary boiler contror paner is a desk type conrror stand equipped
with manuar and aulomatic
control equipment and available to remotely control lhe auxiliary
boiler represented on the mimic
panel.

(Purifier control stand)
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Purifier control stand is a desk type control stand equipped with manual and automatic control
equipment of FO, DO and LO purifiers and available to remotely control the purifiers represented on
the mimic panel
(Sound system equipment)
A speaker of the sound System plays simulated engine room sounds according
conditions of the propulsion plant while simulation is performed.

to

running

(Communication system equipment)
The main engine control stand should be equipped with communicalion system equipment which
are microphone to communicate to the control and instruclor rooms with speaker systems, speaker
to sound messages from the control and instruclor rooms to all persons in the engine room.
(lllumination system equipment)
The illumination system equipment consists of room and emergency lightings which are controlled
by simulated conditions of the propulsion plant.
(Visual observation of trainees)
The instructor should be able to view the lrainees actions either through one way glass or through
Cameras of CCTV system installed at suitable positions so lhat instructors can observe the actions
made by trainees in the engine room.

B. Outline of Control room lnstallations
(Main console)
The main console is a desk front type console equipped with main engine remote and aulomatic
conlrol panel, monitoring (Data logger) system and main auxiliary machinery control panel and
others
(Main Switch Board: MSB)
The main swilch board is dead front type panel equipped with recommended panels.

(Communication system equipment)
Microphone and speaker systems

(Sound system equipment)
A speaker of the sound system plays simulated control room sounds caused by operation of the
propulsion plant.

(lllumination system equipment)
The illumination system equipmenl consists of room and emergency lightings which are controlled
by simulated conditions of the propulsion plant.
(Visual observation of trainees)
The instructor should be able to view the trainees actions either lhrough one way glass or through
Cameras of CCTV system installed at suitable positions so that instructors can observe the actions
made by trainees in the control room.

C. Outline of instructor room installations

t

@
(lnstructor console)
The inslructor console is a desk front type console equipped with simulator control equipment,
communication system equipment, CCTV system equipment

(Simulator control equipment)
Simulator control equipment control various functions of the simulator consisting of the dedicated
key board, monitor display and control unit

(Communication system equipment)
Microphone and speaker systems

(Visual observation of trainees)
The instructor should be able to view the trainees actions either through one way glass or lhrough
Cameras of CCTV system installed at suitable positions so lhal instructor can observe
the actions
made by trainees in lhe engine and conlrol room.

D. Outline of briefing / debriefing room
(Exercise Replay)
Projection / monitor to display exercise replay parameters, data logger
system.
(Seating)
Table and chairs to seat 1 lnstructor and g trainees

Engine room simulation equipment shourd be capabre of simurating
a main and auxiriary machinery
system and Incorporate facilities to:

1.

2.

3.
4.

o.

7.
8.

create a real-time environment for seagoing and harbour operalions,
with communication
devices and simulation of appropriate main and auxiliary propulsion
machinery equipment
and control panels;
simulate relevant sub-systems that should include, but not be
restricted to, boiler, sleering
gear, electrical power general and distribution systems,
including
po*"-,
supplies, and fuel, cooling water, refrigeration, bilge and ballasl
systems; "r"rg"n"y
monitor and evaluate engine performance and remote
sensing systems;
simulate machinery malfunctions;
allow for lhe variabre externar conditions to be changed so
as to infruence the simurated
operations: weather, ship's draught, seawaler and air temperatures;
allow for instructor-controfled externar conditions to be changed: deck
steam,
accommodation steam, deck air, ice conditions, deck cranes,
heavy power, bow thrust, ship
load;

allow for instructor-controled simurator dynamics to be changed:
emergency run, process
responses, ship responses; and
provide a facirity to isorate certain processes, such
as speed, erectricar system, dieser oir
system, rubricating oir system, heavy oir system, seawater
system, steam system, exhaust
boiler and turbo generator, for performing specilic training tasks.
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ANNEXURE 3 - Sample certificate to be issued on successful completion of course

(

NAME and ADDRESS of the D. G. Approved Training lnstitution
MTI

No:

Tel:

E-mail:

Fax:

Certificate No:

THIS lS TO CERTIFY THAT [full name of candidate]

Dateof

Birth

........

(dd/mm/YYYY)

Holder ol C.D.C. No.
Certificate of Competency / Proficiency, (if any) Grade: .

.

..

has successfully completed a training course in

ENGINE ROOM SIMULATOR
(MANAGEMENT LEVEL - SECOND ENGINEER OFFICER)
held

from..

..

' to

"

) and meets
The course is approved by Directorate General ofShipping (Vide letter "''" " dated ""'
convention
sTcw
A-llulofthe
ihe requirements laid down in section A-1112 and B-u12]3 and Table
1978 as amended.

to the
The candidate has also met the additional criteria specified in the STCW Convention, applicable
issue of the certificate

of Shipping, Ministry of Shipping,
ThiS certificate is issued under the aUthority of the Directorate General
and Government of lndia.

Signature of Candidate

Name, lndos No. and Signature of Course ln-charge

Date of lssue:

Date of Expiry: UNLIMITED

Name and Signature of Dean I Principal

1

.

al the address given ebove'
All enquiries rcgarding this cedificale should be actdlessed lo the issuing aulhority
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MANDATORY GUIDELINES FOR TRAINING INSTITUTES
FOR OBTAINING APPROVAL FROM DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF SHIPPING
TO CONDUCT
ENGINE ROOM SIMULATOR COURSE FOR MEO CTASS 1 OFFICERS AT THE MANAGEMENT
LEVEL ON SH'PS POWERED BY MAIN PROPULSION MACHINERY OF 3,OOO KW
PROPULSION POWER AND ABOVE

coURSE lD:322-t
To avoid unnecessary repetition, reference has been made herein to DG Shipping Training Manual
(Training Circular No. 31 of 2018) wherever appropriate.
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Room Simulator Course for MEO Class 7 Oflicerc at the Management Level on srrips
powered by main propulsion machinery of 3,000 kW propulsion power or more

_u. Engine

1.0
1.1.

BASIC DETAILS OF THE COURSE
Aims:
This course covers lhe training recommended in the IMO Model Course 2.07 and fulfils the
simulalor training requirement for Chief Engineer Officers at the Management Level,
specified in Table A-lll/2 of STCW Code as amended, to provide knowledge and skills
related to optimisation of fuel consumption, supervising and monitoring the combustion
parameters for safe and efficient operation and control of ship's machinery.

1.2.

Objectives:
The trainee who successfully completes this course will have gained experienced in running,
operation and maintenance of engine-room machinery under various conditions and will
make a more effective contribution to the engine room tearn during normal and emergency
situations.
ln particular, the trainees will be able to have:
1.2.1 famaliarization with the use of instrumentalion and controls used in the engine rooms
of modern merchant ships
'l .2.2 an awareness of the need for proper pre-planning, the use of checklists and of the
timescale involved in starting up propulsion planl machinery
1.2.3 experience in identifying operational problems and trouble-shooting
1 .2.4 lhe ability of logical decision making which promotes operational safety
1 .2.5 the ability to get best specific fuel oil consumption (SFOC) for a given grade of fuel
and load of main diesel engine, keeping all parameters of engine in safe limits

2.0
2.1.

QUALIFICATION & ELIGIBILITY OF STUDENTS
Entry standards:
Prior to gaining entry into this course, the trainee should havei
. MEO Class ll Certificate of Competency issued or recognised by Government of lndia
. Sea time requirements as per TABLE lll/'16-1 of Section llU16 of Trainang, Examination
and Assessment Programme (TEAP) - Part A

2.2.

Requiredattendance:
100% attendance is required for successful completion of the course.

2.3.

Course intake limitations:
The course intake shall be a maximum of 8 trainees divided into two teams. Depending on
the facilities provided, one team would be carrying out an exercise while the other is being
lectured, debriefed or planning the next exercise.

3.0

INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENT
Training centre's seeking approval will need to demonstrate availability of suitable facilities
for practical, general and theoretical instruction, appropriately equipped with teaching and
learning aids and designed to enable each learner to fully engage in the learning process. All
facilities must be maintained and where appropriate, inspected and tested in accordance
with applicable regulations, current standards and manufacturers recommendations.
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3.1

Engine Room Simulators

.

The Engine Room Simulalor shall be type approved by DG Shipping or an IACS Class
society and demonstrale its capability of fulfilling the requirements of Appendix 2 of IMO
Model Course 2.07 Engine Room Simulator (2017 Edition)
Simulator Specifications: As per Annexure 2
AND
Desk Top Computer Based Diesel Engine Combustion Gas Monitor Simulator
Simulator Specifications: As per Annexure 2

.

The Diesel Engine Combustion Gas l\ilonitor Simulator may be integrated into the Engine
Room Simulator.

3.2

Briefing / Debriefing room
Briefing / Debriefing room shall be of minimum arca ol 12 sq. and equipped with a white /
black board, overhead / LCD projector / monitor, PC/ Laptop.

4.0
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.

COURSE DETAILS
Course Duration: 3 days (18 hours)
Course Outline: .As per given in Annexure 1
Course Certificate: As per format given in Annexure 3.

5.0
5.1.
5.2.

HOLIDAYS
Sundays shall be holidays

5.3.
5.0
6.'l

lndependence Day (15th August) and Republic Day (26th January) shall be compulsory
holidays.
Students shall normally enjoy the holidays observed by the Govt. of the State in which the
institute is located.
FACULTYREQUIREMENT
Qualifications and experience of course in charge:
Course ln-charge shall
. hold Certificate of competency MEo Class l(FG) issued or recognized by the
Governmenl of lnd ia, AND
. have not less than 5 years of sea going service onboard merchant vessels above 3000
:

.
6.2

KW

has completed Engine Room Simulator (Management level) course and MEO Class
simulator course

I

Qualifications and experience of faculty members:
The faculty shall

.
.

o

:

Hold a Certificate of compelency MEO Class

I

(FG) issued or recognized by the

Government of lndia. AND
Have not less than 4 years of sea going service onboard merchant vessels above 3000
KW

has completed Engine Room Simulator (Management level) course and MEO Class
simulator course

I

$
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.., 6.3

Visiting faculty members:
Qualifications and experience of visiting faculty members should be the same as that of
regular faculty as specified above.

6.4

All faculty members shall hold Training of Trainers & Assessors Course Certificate.(ToTA /
VICT) (as per DGS Circular 26 of 2018, VICT course)

6.5

Age limit for regular faculty members:
As per DG Shipping Training Manual (lssue 1 /October 20'18).

7.0
7.j

FACULTY STRENGTH
Not less than two faculty, of which one is the course-in-charge. The Faculty: Trainee ratio
shall be not more than 1:8 for theory sessions and 1 :4 for simulation exercises.

7.2

Minimum of 50% of the entire portion musl be covered by full time faculty. (As per DGS
Order no. 5 of 2016).

8.0

COURSE DURATION
A tolal of 18 hours of lectures, including practical training and assessment'

9.0

ASSESSMENT
Assessment would be carried out at the end of each course'

1O.O OUALITY STANDARDS
As per DG Shipping Training Manual (Training Circular 31 of 2018)

11.0

INSPECTIONS
As per DG Shipping Training Manual (Training Circular 31 of 2018)

12.0

COST OF INSPECTIONS

ASperDGShippingTrainingManual(TrainingCircular3lo{2018)andTrainingCircular29
of 2018.

13.0

FEES TO GOVT.
As per DG Shipping Training Manual (Training Circular 31 o{ 2018)

14.0

TEACHING AIDS
PUBLICATIONS:
IMO references (mandatory
for
lnternational Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping
Seafarers, (STCW 1978 as amended
R2.lMo model courses: 7.02 _ Chief Engineer officer and Second Engineer officer

R1

.

gS

@
R3.lMo model course: 2.07 - Engine Room simulator

- zol7 edition

r-

Textbooks (mandatory)
T1 : lnstruction books on operation of the simulator
Bi

bliography (non-mandatory)

B1:Taylor, D.A. lntroduction to Marine Engineering.2nd ed. London, Butterworth. 1gg0
(tsBN 07_50_6253_9)
82:Diesel Engines for Ship Propulsion and Power Plants, Volume I & ll. K. Kuiken Target
Global Energy (tSBN 978-90-791 04-02_4)
83:Pounder's Marine Diesel Engines and Gas Turbines, Bth edition (ISBN 0-7506-5846-0)
84:McGeorge H.D., Marine Auxiliary Machinery, Seventh Edition, Buttenvorth-Heinemann,
1995 (tSBN 0 7506 4398 6)
85:Application of Automatic Machinery and Alarm Equipment in Ships; R. G. SMITH;
lnstitute of Marine Engineers; (ISBN: 0900976152)
86: IMO Model Course 6.10 - Train the Simulator Trainer

15'0

course outline and Simurator Exercises - Annexure

16.0

Engine room simulator specifications

17
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Annexure

1

2

Sample certificate to be issued on successfut completion of course Annexure

3
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.

1.1

1.2
1.3
1.4
2.
2.1

2.2

2.3
2.4

2.5
3.
3.1

1

COURSE OUTLINE

Knowledge, Understanding and Proficiency
(Learning Objectives)
Familiarisation

Theory
(Hours)

Simulation
(Hours)

0.5

Plant arrangements
lnstrumentation
Alarm system
Controls

0.25

0.25
0.25
0.25

Propulsive characteristic of main diesel engine
Propulsive characteristics of diesel engines including speed,
output and fuel consumption,
Heat cycle, thermal efficiency and heat balance of marine
diesel engine
Operating limits of propulsion plant
Efficient operation, surveillance, performance assessment
and maintaining safety of propulsion plant and auxiliary
machinery
Heavy weather running conditions of the main diesel engine
Computer Based Diesel Engine Gombustion Gas Monitor
Simulation
To obtain best Specific Fuel Oil Consumption (SFOC) for a load

1

2

2

2
2

2
1

4

of main diesel engine for a specific fuel oil
ASSESSMENT

Sub-Total
Total

0.5
3.0

15.0

18 hrs

Alltimes indicated above include briefing, debriefing and assessment.
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SIMULATOR EXERCISES
Note: The values mentioned in the exercises are based on a particular type of engine. These values
may vary depending on the type of engines being simulated. The instructor should accordingly set
the values appropriate to the engine being simulated.
le exercise -1
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements (K.U.P.)
Outline of Training

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Propulsive characteristics of diesel engines
Development of engine revolution speed-output diagram
Marine engineering at the management level
Plan and schedule operations
Propulsive characteristics of diesel engines including speed, output and
fuel consumption
Trainees establish a group and the group performs increase of the
simulated main engines and develop a graph that indicate engine speed,
engine output and fuel oil consumption by collecting necessary running
parameters at different engine speeds. The trainees discuss the graph
and understand propulsive characteristics of the main engines.
The instructor needs to prepare engine speeds to collect the running
parameters and measurement tables.
Main engine standby condition
The training allows the trainees to:
understand correlation of engine output and fuel consumption to
different engine speeds/ship's speeds
come to be able to predict engine output and fuel consumption to
different engine speeds/ship's speeds
understand differences in propulsive characteristics
Explain briefly the following
outline of the training
how to carry on the training
specific purposes of the training
how to draw the graph obtaining necessary values
Start the simulation and let the trainees.
(The instructor may make simulation speed faster than usual in order to
facilitate the training)
set main engine revolution speed and increase the speed as
indicated in the table below
take readings following the measurement table at different speed
under the stable conditions
(The instructor stops the simulation when the measurement was
completed)
The instructor lets the trainees discuss the diagram developed by the
trainees and let them understand:
correlations of engine out and fuel consumption to different speeds
are in principle: output
,\'i fuel consumption ,-x ,Y3ship's speed
r,r II fuel consumption of Same distance ,_x ,\i':(N: RevolutiOn Speed)
differences in outpuUpropeller curves of lighter or heavier engine
loads than the specific engine load
differences in propulsive characteristics of different types of main
enoines

-

,

-

Briefing

lmplementation

-

-

Debriefing

-

x

-

-

&

,@
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Measurement Table

J
Date:
Ship's Particulars:

Sea

1

condition: Wind.
Ship's speed
Avg

Load condition:
Rev. counter
min-'

Shaft output
Avg

Torque
Avg

FO flow meter
t/h

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

I

10
11

12

Print out indicator diagranrs iPressistroke)

F/H

H/H (10 min)

I

I

I

.,1 I rnint

rnin)

+ 10'(10

F/H + 20

(10

l

-

,'..''

I

10

'

t,

11

::
12

g)
,Cf,

Example of Shaft Output and Speed
Shaft.f)utrut (x 1,000 kW)

Propeller Curve

F-:
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Sample exercise - 2
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements (K.U.P.)
Outline of Training

Heat balance of main diesel enqine
Determine thermal efficiency and develop heat balance diagram
of the simulated main diesel engine
Marine enqineerina at the manaqement level
Plan and schedule operations
Heat cycle, thermal efficiency and heat balance of marine diesel
enqine
Trainees establish two groups (A and B) and the groups collect
running data following data collection tables at four stable
running conditions of the simulated main engines as 100%,
75%, 50% and 25o/o MCR and calculate thermal efficiency for
each load. All the trainees calculate necessary calorific values
by using collected data and develop heat balance diagrams by
combining all results made by the trainees.
The instructor prepare data collection tables, calculation tables
and guidance for the calculation.
The instructor sometimes needs to give the trainee condition
settings/assumptions in order to simplify the calculation although
their theories must be taught.

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Briefing

The instructor may make the simulation speed faster than usual
to facilitate the training accordingly and conducts a review
session on the issue on a different day, giving the trainees
enough time for calculation and developing the diagrams.
This traininq can be applied to different main engines
Seaqoinq
The training allows the trainees to:

-

acquire knowledge on calculation methods/process of the
following and developing heat balance diagram

(Main diesel engine)
- total calorific value given to engines/boilers
- calorific values of power output produced by engines including
calculation of output/lHP by using p-v diagram printed out from
the simulator and "Ten divisions into equal method" given
appropriate "Spring constant" of the indicators)
- mechanical loss/efficiency by engines
- fuel oil consumPtion rate
- heat loss by cooling fluid and lubricating oil
- heat loss by exhaust gas
- thermalefficiency
- understand;
- how much heat was used for propelling
- what kinds of heat losses are contained in the heat cycle
- how much heat losses are included in the heat cycleExplain briefly the following
outline of the training
- how to carry on the training

-

I

".-g\

-

specific purpose of the training
precaution for collecting data
data collection tables
setting up re_volutiorr

lmplementation

alent to enqine loads
The instructor starts the simulation and lets the trainees perform
the following:
(The instructor sets up 100% MCR of the engine adjusting
engine revolution speed and informs the trainees of that engine
running condition will become stable in five minutes and your
data collection must start 5 minutes later)

Group A

Group B

Group A

Group B

Performance
Data collection of 100% MCR
Reduction of engine speed to the revolution
equivalent to 75% MCR
Data collection of 75% MCR
Reduction of engine speed to the revolution
equivalent to 50% MCR
Data collection of 50% MCR
Reduction of engine speed to the revolution
equivalent to 25% MCR
Data collection of 25% MCR

The group A takes readings of main engine revolution counter
and fuel oil flow meter just at starting time of data collection.
After taking readings of the counters, members of the group A
work on collecting data on the mimic panel and data display of
the simulator following the data collection tables.
(The group B observes performance of the group A)
The group A takes reading of main engine revolution counter
and fuel oil flow meter just at the time of 60 minutes later from
the first reading.
After taking the second readings of the counters, the group A
perform operation to reduce engine speed until the revolution
speed equivalent to75o/o MCR.
The group B prepares for data collection.
The group B takes readings of main engine revolution counter
and fuel oil flow meter just at the time of starting data collection.
After taking readings of the counters, members of the group B
work on collecting data on the mimic panel and data display of
the simulator following the data collection tables.
(The group A observes performance of the group B)
The

B takes readi

of main

revolution counter
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and fuel oil flow meter just at the time of 60 minutes later from
the first reading.

-*

(Data collections are to be continued in the same manner as the
first collection until completion of collecting data of 25% MCR.
The instructor stops the simulator when the data collection is
completed)
Debriefing

Explain briefly the following

-

performance of the trainees as a while
meaning of heat balance diagram need to share all data among
the trainees
calculation methods

The instructor gives the trainees an assignment to calculate the
thermal efficiency and all the trainees develop heat balance
diagram.
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Example of ERS Heat Balance A (75% MCR)
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Example of ERS Heat Batance B (75 %MCR)
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exerclse Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requlrements (K.U.P.)
Outline of Training

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Operatinq limits
Set up operatinq limits of the simulated main diesel enqine
Marine enqineerinq at the management level
Operation, surveillance, performance and maintaining safety of
propulsion plant and auxiliarv machinerv
Operatinq limits of propulsion plant
Trainees establish a group and the group performs operations
on the simulated main engine and sets up operating limits by
collecting running parameters and comparing the data with
runninq standards of the simulated main diesel enqine
Seaqoinq
The training allows the trainees to identify and understand:

-

running parameters concerned in operating limits

a need to keep the running parameters within specific operating
limits

possible damages caused by running the engine

in out

of

operatino limits

Briefing

lmplementation

Explain briefly the following

-

how to conduct the training
measurement tables of running parameters

operating limits usually come from the relation between engine
output or torque and speed
however some of running parameters can be factors as an
operating limit other than engine output, torque and speed
- operatinq limits concerned in the simulated main enqines
The instructor sets the hull and weather conditions as follow and
starts the simulation:
Light condition + calm weather
Loaded condition + calm weather
Loaded condition + heavy weather

-

The trainees increase the main engine speeds under these
conditions as follow:
harbour full + 20 min-l
or revolution speed equivalent to 50% MCR
harbour full + 30 min-1
or revolution speed equivalent to 65% MCR
harbour hull + 40 min-1
or Revolution speed equivalent to 80% MCR
revolution speed equivalent to 100% MCR
revolution speed equivalent to 105% MCR

-

The trainees move steering rudder within 10 - 15 degree after
the engine speed reaches to the desired speeds and keep the
rudder position until measurement of running parameters
completes. (the measurement should be started approximately
10 minutes later after the rudder position was changed)
running parameters to be taken (example)

-

-

Log speed

-

annino/chafl

nr rlnr rl
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-

-

engine torque/mean effective pressure
cylinder maximum pressure
engine revolution speed
turbocharger revolution
scavenging air pressure
exhaust gas temperature
exhaust gas economizer gas inlet pressure
pressure drop by suction filter inside turbocharger
pressure drop by air cooler
cooling water temperature

After collecting the running parameters, the trainees set the
rudder position at mid-ship and increase the revolution speed
and record the parameters.
The instructor stops the simulation after all running parameters
were taken and lets the trainees develop a revolution-output
(load curve/propeller curve) and plot the specific load curve and
torque lines and mark the recorded outputs on the graph.
The trainees develop a table of other running parameters taken
and compare the parameters with specific data of the simulated
diesel
Explain briefly the following and let the trainees discuss the
operating limits of the simulated main diesel engine

-

An engine has operating limits from various aspects
Any running parameter must be kept within the operating limits in
principle
engine manufacturers provide an operation limits of engines
delivered
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exercise - 4
Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements (K.U.P.)

Outline of Training

Enqine performance
Assessment of main diesel engine and plant performances
Marine enqineerinq at the manaqement level
Operation, surveillance, performance and maintaining safety of
oropulsion plant and auxiliary machinery
The efficient operation, surveillance, performance assessment
and maintaining safety of propulsion plant and auxiliary
machinery
fratnees estaOtisn a group and the group performs operations of
:he simulated main engine collecting necessary running
rarameters and assess the engine and plant performances in
:erms of collected running parameters such as p-v diagrams,
)ressure-stroke diagrams, engine output, revolution speed, fuel
:onsumption and others.
Engine revolution speed:

-

harbour full (25o/o MCR) (two diesel generators are in service)
equivalent to 50% MCR (one diesel generator is in service)

equivalent to 75% MCR (one diesel generator and fresh water
generator are in service)
equivalent to 100% MCR (turbo generator and fresh water are in
service)

The trainees also develop an engine performance curve by
using collected data and calculate quantity of fuel necessary for
100 miles in accordance with plant conditions'

lnitial Condition
Specific PurPose

Brrefing

lmplementation

The instructor prepares measurement tables and template of the
performance curve in accordance with the specifications of
simulated main engine and plant machinery.
Main enqine harbour full
tfre training allows the trainee to understand:

-

how p-v diagram is assessed
how pressure-stroke diagram is assessed
meaning of Performance curve
the most efficient oPeration

-

how to conduct the training

measurement tables giving necessary information on the main
engine
plant condition for measurements

start the simulation setting the matn englne to englne speeq
equivalent to quarter load/harbour full and let the trainees:
(Measurements of fuel oil consumption and main engine
ievolution speed should be accurately done by reading 1ow and
revolution counters)
- collect running parameters following the measurement tables

including print out the p-v and p-stroke diagrams for the first plant
condition
15
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increase the engine speed and set up the plant condition as:g%
MCR and one dieselgenerator is in service
carry out the measurements in the same manner as the first plant
condition
increase the engine speed and set up the plant condition as 75%

MCR and one diesel generator and fresh water generator are in

service
carry out the measurements in the same manner as the first plant
condition
increase the engine speed and set up the plant condition as 10oo/o

MCR and turbo generator and fresh water generator are is

-

in

service
carry out the measurements in the same manner as the first plant
condition

The instructor stops the simulation and lets the trainees
determine the following and develop the engine performance
curve by using the collected data and results of calculations.
- average engine revolution speed in min-1
- fuel consumption of the main engine, the diesel generators and
the boiler
- fuel consumption rate of the main engine
- fuel consumption rate of the diesel generator
- fuel consumption for 100 miles

-

propeller slip

The instructor lets the trainees discuss p-v diagram, pressurestroke diagram from the aspect of combustioniaken place in the
cylinder and the performance curve in comparison wiih the
specification of the simulated main diesel engine.
Debriefing

Explain briefly the following

-

summary of the training

how p-v and pressure-stroke diagrams are obtained in actuar

ships

how p-v and pressure-stroke diagrams shourd be utirized for

managing the main engine
causes of detective pressure-stroke diagram

how the performance curve should be utilized for managing the

main engine
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Example of ERS Main Engine Performance Curve

.b

100
min-1

FOc

./h

LOAD

114

Ema : Mechanical Efficiency FOc : Fuel Oil Consumption
Pmi : Mean lndicated Pressure For : Fuel Oil ConsumPtion Rate
Pa : Scavenging Air Pressure Texh : Exhaust Gas Temperature
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Sa mple exercise - 5

Exercise Title
Task
Function and Level
Competence
Requirements (K.U.P.)
Outline of Training

lnitial Condition
Specific Purpose

Heavy weather
Address heavy weather assessing running conditions of the
main diesel engine
Maintenance and repair at the management level
Detect and identify the causes of machinery malfunctions and
correct faults
Detection of machinery malfunction, location of faults and action
to prevent damaqe
4 - 5 trainees establish a group and the group finds heavy load
caused by heavy weather to the main engine and addresses the
heavy load in accordance with specific loid/propeller curve
under the direction of the group leader.

The instructor creates heavy weather conditions and prepares
specific load/propeller curve of the simulated main diesel enoine
Seagoing
The training allows the trainees to:
acquire knowledge on how to address heavy weather
understand meanings of heavy load conditions
characteristics of main diesel engine
understand how engine output moves under heavy load
conditions

Briefing

Explain briefly the following

-

lmplementation

outline of the training
how to carry on the training
changes in running parameters under heavier weather
specific load/propeller curve of the simulated main dieset enoine

Startthe simulation and

-

lettneffi

confirm running conditions of the main engine and auxiliary
machinery
The instructor creates a heavy weather and lets the trainees to:
- check the engine revorution speed, output and other running
parameters
- assess the data and figure out the changes in engine load to the
engine speed _

18
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Output (kW)

-'

90%MCR

75% MCR

50%MCR

N3 N2
::i

N1

Speed (min-l)

-

decide reduction of the engine load to avoid over torque
decrease the engine load to the predetermined speed
check the running parameters of the engine
check running condition of other systems such as power
generation, FWG and steam generation systems
assess the running conditions of the engine in terms of output, P,i
(mean effective pressure), P,,, (Maximum pressure) and exhaust
gas temperature for the new revolution speed, and impacts on
power generation sYstem
decide further reduction of the engine load to avoid over torque
changeover power generation system to No. 1 diesel generator
from lurbo generator (TG), keeping TG in hot condition
stop FWG keeping it in vacuum and start auxiliary boiler
decrease the engine load to the predetermined speed
check the running parameters of the engine
check the indicator diagram and draw curve
assess the running conditions of the engine in terms of output, P,i
(mean effective pressure), P,,, (Maximum pressure) and exhaust
gas temperature for the new revolution speed, and impacts on
power generation sYstem

The instructor stops the simulation after the engine output enter
allowable
Explain brieflY the following
-howtheengineoutputmoveswhenhullconditionbecomes

-

heavier due to some reasons
torque and over torque/torque rich
impacts on main engine under over torque^
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Sample exercise - 6
Exercise Title
Task

Function and Level
Competence
Requirements
(K.U.P.)
Outline of Training

L_
Diesel
ne combustion
simulation
To find best SFOC for a specified load of the main diesel engine for
a given fuel oil (Density, Viscosity, Sulphur content and water
content) kqeping engine parameters in safe limits
Marine engineering at the management level
Plan and schedule operations
Understanding thermal efficiency Marine dieser engrnes operatrng
p! lqal cycle.
Two stroke marine diesel
The cycle is given below:
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The thermal efficiency curve is given below.
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Explosion ratio = pmaxipcomp

ln order to obtain best sFoc and safe operation of the diesel
engine, following parameters must not be exceeded:
maximum permissible pr.,
maximum permissible explosion ratio (pmax/pcomp)
maximum permissible NOx emission
For a specific load of main diesel engine and a qiven fuel.
bec

-
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Specific Purpose

of fuet injection is to be adjusted (advanced/retarded) so as not to
exceed above parameters and obtain best SFOC
The training allows the trainees to:
- understand correlation of engine output and fuel consumption to
different engine speeds/ship's speeds ,
come to be able to predict engine output and fuel consumption to
different engine speeds/ship's speeds
understand that fuel bunkered in different ports have different
characteristics (Density, viscosity, sulphur content, water content and
calorific value)

-

Explain briefly the following

Briefing

_
-

outline of the training
how to carry on the training
specific purposes of the training
gir" fueispecification to each trainee (Density, viscosity, sulphur
content, water content)
given below
obtain calorific value of above fuel by empirical formula
Gross specific encr6y (MJ/kg) =
(sz.

rl

--a.sozo?

r

o{ )"

o.ol(.r + v + s)j+ 9.{2(0.01s)
Ir I

I
i
I

Xet sptuific cncrgy (lv{J/kg)

I
I
|
I
I
I
i
I

rvhcre:
p is the dcnsity at 15'C k1;/ m1;
: is the watercontent, expressed as a percentagc by
mass;
V is the ash content, expressed as a PerccntaBe by
mass;

=

I

(or.r* - 8.802p2 t0{+

3.167p10-3)x[r - o.or(r.y *s)]
*o.ol(9..12s-2.449r)

I

i
I

I
I
I

sisthesulphurcontent,exPressdasaPercentage
bv rrurss.

-

i
i
I
i

-

diesel engine
specify % MCR on which the trainee has to run the
soecifv maximum P."*of the dieselengine
specify maximum explosion ratio of the diesel engine
soecifv maximum NOx
how to feed the fuel characteristics in computer
fuel oil
how to change setting of beginning of injection of
("drrnce/retard) in the comPuter
is
,nove process to advancing/retarding till. best sFoc
engine
diesel
of
*tn exceeding any safe parameters

i".trr"
;i;i;"0

i+a hie racr rlt in the

lmplementation

Each trainee completes nls exerclse dr ru
instructor, who verifies same.

Debriefing

rEDL
The instructor and tratnees olscuss Inell ourarrrEu
trainees'
other
compare them with results obtained by

anrl
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ANNEXURE 2

Engine Room Simulator Specifications

Engine room simulator specifications have been referenced from ERS

I.
ll of Appendix 2 of lMo

Model Course 2.07 and must meet requirements of relevant sections of A-l/12 and B-1t12 of STCW
Code.

Engine room simulator should consist of the following partitioned spaces equipped with appropraate
equipment based upon the learning/assessment points.
Engine room
Conlrol room
lnStructor room
Briefing / Debriefing room
Engine room comprises the following:
Mimic panel

-

Main engine local control stand
Pump panels/Group starter panels (GSps)
Auxiliary boiler control stand
Purifier control stand
Sound syslem equipment
Communication system equipment
lllumination system equipment
Control room comprises the following:
Main console

-

Main switch board (MSB)
Communication system equipment

-

Sound system equipment
lllumination system equipment

lnstructor room comprises the following:
lnstructor console
Simulator control equipmenl

-

Communication system equipment
Classroom / Briefing room comprises the following:
lnstruclor and Trainees Briefing table and sealing
Exercise Replay feed
Overhead projector and screen / monitor

-

A. Outline of engine

room installations
(Mimic panel)
The latest and typical diesel engine propulsion plant is
represented on the panel with its
constructing machinery, piping diagrams and recommended
accessories such as ramps,
switches, melers and indicators.

(

o

-{

The panel must be designed based on the following ideas for effective training of planl
operation and for better understanding of construction of the plant system:
(1)

(2)

The panel should be such it would be possible for trainees to:
observe the entire range of the panel from the appropriate position of the engine
room and easy to identify what machinery comprises the propulsion plant;
ldentify mutual relationship of the machinery and actual arrangement of boiler,
generator and other auxiliaries on board; and
stay in control of running conditions and status ofthe propulsion plant.
The panel should be designed with the intent to allow trainees to easily learn piping and
systems. Accessories should be of appropriate size in relationship to the learning objectives.

The following is considered to be precaulions to meet the ideas above:

(1)
(2')
(3)
(4)
(5)

Sufficient clear space would be desirable to present entire system of the diesel engine
propulsion plant in terms of size of illustrated machinery, presentation of piping diagrams
and the idea (1) aforementioned.
Piping systems representing cooling fresh water, fuel oil, lubricating oil and others should be
illustrated in recognizable color code, width, length and arrangemenl as much as possible.
Actual relativity between the machinery should be reflected in designing their shapes and
sizes.

The illustrated machinery should be drawn and arranged in an impressive manner as much
as possible according to actual arrangement on board.
Appropriate size and number of indication meters for pressure, lemperalure, level and
control parameters should be fitted on the panel as necessary to allow trainees to observe
the running conditions.

(Main engine control stand)
Main engine control stand is a desk type control stand equipped with main engine manoeuvring
equipment, engine telegraph and communication system equipment.
(Pump panel/Group Starter Panel: GSP)
Pump panel/GsP is a panel equipped with starter panels
compressors and purifiers.

of auxiliaries such as pumps,

air

(Auxiliary boiler control stand)
Auxiliary boiler control panel is a desk type control stand equipped with manual and automatic
control equipment and available to remotely conlrol the auxiliary boiler represented on the mimic
panel.

(Purifier control stand)
Purifier control stand is a desk typ€ control stand equipped with manual and automatic control
equipment of FO, DO and LO purmers and available to remotely control the purifiers represented on
the mimic panel
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(Sound system equipment)
A speaker of the sound system plays simulated engine room sounds according
conditions of the propulsion plant while simulation is performed.

{

to

running

(Communication system equipment)
The main engine control stand should be equipped with communication system equipment which
are microphone lo communicate to the control and instructor rooms with speaker systems, speaker
to sound messages from the conlrol and instructor rooms to all persons in lhe engine room.
(lllumination system equipment)
The illumination system equipment consists of room and emergency lightings which are conlrolled
by simulated conditions of the propulsion plant.
(Visual observation of trainees)
The instructor should be able to view the trainees actions either through one way glass or through
Cameras of CCTV system installed at suitable positions so that instructors can observe the actions
made by trainees in the engine room.

B. Outline of Control

room lnstallations

(Main console)
The main console is a desk front type console equipped with main engine remote and automatic
control panel, monitorang (Data loggeo system and main auxiliary machinery control panel and
others

(Main Switch Board: MSB)
The main switch board is dead front type panel equipped with recommended panels.

(Communication system equipment)
Microphone and speaker systems

(Sound system equipment)
A speaker of the sound system plays simulated control room sounds caused by operation of the
propulsion plant.

(lllumi nation system equipment)
. The illumination system equipment consists

of room and emergency lightings which are controlled

by simulated conditions of lhe propulsion plant.

(Visual observation of trainees)
The instructor should be able to view the trainees actions either through one way glass or through
Cameras of CCW system installed at suitable positions so that instructors can observe the actions
made by trainees in the control room.

C, Outline of instructor room installations
(lnstructor console)
The instructor console is a desk front type console equipped with simulator control equipment,
communication system equipment, CCTV system equipment
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(Simulator control equipment)
Simulator control equrpmenl control various functions of the simulator consisting of the dedicated
key board, monitor display and control unit

(Communication system equipment)
Microphone and speaker syslems

(Visual observation of trainees)
The instructor should be able to view the trainees actions either through one way glass or through
Cameras of CCTV system installed at suitable positions so that instructor can observe the actions
made by trainees in the engine and control room.

D. Outline of briefing / debriefing room
(Exercise Replay)
Projection / monitor to display exercase replay parameters, data logger system.

(Seating)
Table and chairs to seat

'1

lnstructor and 8 trainees

Engine room simulation equipment should be capable of simulating a main and auxiliary machinery
syslem and incorporate facilities to:
create a real-lime environment for seagoing and harbour operations, with communicalion
devices and simulation of appropriate main and auxiliary propulsion machinery equipmenl

1.

2.

and control panels;
simulate relevant sub-systems that should include, but not be restricted to, boiler, steering
gear, electrical power general and distribution systems, including emergency power

J.

supplies, and fuel, cooling water, refrigeration, bilge and ballast systems;
monitor and evaluate engine performance and remote sensing systems;
simulate machinery malfunctions;

4.
5.

b.

allow for the variable external conditions to be changed so as to influence the simulated
operations: weather, ship's draught, seawater and air temperatures;
allow for instruclor-controlled external conditions to be changed: deck sleam,
accommodalion steam, deck air, ice conditions, deck cranes, heavy power, bow thrust' ship
load;

7.
g.

allow for instruclor-controlled simulator dynamics to be changed: emergency run, process
responses, ship responses; and
provide a facility to isolate certain processes, such as speed, electrical system, diesel oil
system, lubricating oil system, heavy oil system, seawater system, steam system, exhaust
boiler and lurbo generator, for performing specific training tasks

Desk Top Computer Based Diesel Engine Combustion Gas Monitor Simulator
Above computer to have a built in software programme based on a particular type of two stroke,
Slow speed, crosshead type of diesel engine. The built in software should permit running of the

\b7

1-t

ty

)

diesel engine at different percentages of MCR and lhe following can be altered in the input to the A
computer:
1
Density, viscosity, % sulphur content and % water content of fuel oil
Can automatically calculate calorific value of fuel or accept calorific value calculated by
empirical formula
Beginning offuel injection can be altered (advance/retard)

-

.
2.
3.

It should be capable of displaying following for above changes made to each input

.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1

Display p-v diagram and draw card
Give digital values of P,,, and P*.p
Power being developed
Consumption of fuel
NOx in exhausl gas in g/kwh
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ANNEXURE 3 - Sample certificate to be issued on successful completion of course

NAME and ADDRESS of the D. G. Approved Training lnstitution
MTI

No:

Tel:

Fax:

E-mail:
Certificate No:

THIS lS TO CERTIFY
Date of

Birth

fHAI

[full name of candidate]

........ (dd/mm/yyyy)

Holder of C.D.C. No.
Certificate of Competency / Proficiency, (if any)

Grade:

No............. .

..

lndaan National Database of Seafarers (lNDoS No.)

has successfully completed a training course in

ENGINE ROOM SIMULATOR
(MANAGEMENT LEVEL - CHTEF ENGTNEER OFFTCER)
held

from....

...... to

...

The course is approved by Directorate General of Shipping (Vide letter
dated . . . .. . .) and meets
the requirements laid down in section A)112 and P,-1112.73 and Table A, /.10f the STCW convention
1978
as amended.

The candidate has also met the additional criteria specified in the STCW Convention, applicable
to the
issue of the certificate.

This Certificate is issued under the authority of the Directorate Generat of Shipping, Nlinistry
of Shipping,

and Government of lndia.

Signature of Candidate

Name, lndos No. and Signature of Course ln-charge

Date of lssue:

Date of Expiry: UNLIMITED

Name and Signature of Dean / principal

1

arrenquines regarding this cerrificate shourd be addressed iorhe issuing authonrv
a[he add.ss g,en above
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